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ABSTRACT
Theoretical and numerical analyses were made of planar,
cylindrical and spherical-electrode time-of-flight mass spectro•-
meters in order to optimize their operating conditions. A
nuraer4.cal analysis of potential barrier gating in time-of-flight
spectrometers was also made. The results were used in the de-
sign of several small mass spectrometers. These were construct-
ed and tested in a labokatory space simulator.
Detailed experimental studies of a miniature cylindrical-
electrode time-of-flight mass specl:rometer and of a miniature
hemispherical-electrode time-of-flight mass spectrometer were
made. The extremely high sensitivity of these instruments and
their ability to operate at D-re gion pressures with an open
source make them ideal instruments for D-region ion composition
measurements.
Two flight experiments based on cylindrical-electrode time-
of-flight ma.4s spectrometers were prepared for launch on Boosted
Arcas sounding rockets. Vehicle and telemetry failures limited
the scientific data collection to a short period near 76 km on
the second flight. The results suggested the presence of a sub-
stantial numt ar of charged particles having masses above 275
a.m.u,	 10
Two further flight experiments of the same general type
were prepared for launch on Nike-Apache and Nike--Cajun sounding 	 i
rockets. The first of these again indicated the presence of
substantial numbers of charged particles with masses above 500
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a.m.u. up to altitudes around 92 km. Above 92 km, the mass
spectrum showed the conventional features of NO +, N 2+, and
layers of Fe+ ions. The final payload, which was to have been
recovered by air-snatch, was lost when the second stage rocket
failed to fire.
It is possible that the very heavy charged particles are
part of a continuum of particles ranging up to sizes normally
associated with dust. They might be water vapor clusters,
possibly around a metallic or other ionic core, or submicro-
scopic dust particles covered with a layer of adsorbed mater.
An appendix details work on a mass filter of the Eiber-
Loeb type which appears well suited to the study of heavy
charged particles in the lower ionosphere.
iii
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1. 1 The Ionosphere
The study of the weakly ionized plasma enveloping the entire
earth and extending from about 50 km to about 1000 km in altitude
was stimulated by two primary reasons. The first was to discover
its effects on radio waves, while the second was to discover its
effects on the geomagnetic field. Although there were earlier
proposals relating to the existence of this plasma, the first significant
papers were written by Kennelly (1902) and Heaviside (1902). These
researchers explained the success of Marconi's radio experiment
tin 1901) by postulating the existence of a conducting layer at a high
altitude. The use of the name "ionosphere" for the ionized plasma
surrounding, the earth was proposed by Watson-Watt (1929) and has
become the commonly used term.
The beginnings of the modern theory of the ionosphere were
with the works of Hulbert (1928) and Chapman (193 la, b). Since
the description by Chapman (1931a, b) of an ionospheric layer, the
division of the ionosphere has commonly been into layers. However,
the boundaries between these layers have usually been regions of
large electron density gradients. These layers are known as the D,
E and F-regions (and sometimes the C-region). The D-region is
roughly the region below 90 km. The region from about 90 krn to
between 140 km and 180 km is known as the E-region. The F-region
r2
(usually divided into the F  and F2-regions) extends from 140-180 km
to about 300 km. Above 300 km is usually referred to as the topside.
The C-region is sometimes used to describe the region from 50 km to
60 km.
With the definite proof of the existence of the ionosphere
obtained in the early portion of this century, theorists have attempted
to construct ionospheric models. These attempts continue to the
prevent day. The data needed rAs inputs, for modeUng, include
temperatures (ionic, neutral and electron), the pressure, the chemical
composition (neutral and ionic), reaction rates and scalar radl,xtion
information. This thesis will discuss the use of time-of-flight mass
spectrometers for the measurement of the positive ion composition
of .6:^ *%-region anti F-region of the ionosphere.
1.2 Mass Spectrometry in the Ionosphere
The mass spectrometer has become an established and sensitive
tool for use in the quantitative analysis of complex mixtures of gases.
It is natural, therefore, to apply mass spectrometry to the measure-
ment of neutral and ionic species in the earth's atmosphere. Of
special interest, in this thesis, is the study of the ionic species of the
earth's atmosphere. The first measurements of ionospheric composi-
tion were made using the radio frequency mass spectrometer developed
by Bennett (1950). These early measurements were made in the E and
F-regions of the ionosphere by Townsend (1952), Johnson and Meadows
(1955) and Johnson and Heppner (1955). Although the quantitative
results of these measurements are in doubt, they did indicate that the
principal ions present in the altitude range of 100 km to 200 km were
0+ (16), NO+ (30) and 02 (32).
3Since these measurements, numerous experimenters, using a
variety of miss spectrometers, hzve entered this field. These
experimenters include Boyd and Morris (1955), Boyd (1959, 1960),
Boyd et al., (1974), Sayers (1959), Hoffman (190, 1969, 1970),
Hoffman et al., (1973), Istomin (1962), Istomin and Pokhunkov
(1963), Bowen et al., (1964), Taylor et al., (1965, 1968), Raitt
et al., (1965, 1973), Taylor and Brinton (1961), Young et al., (1967).
Goldberg and Aikin (1973), Aikin and Goldberg (1973), Smith et al.,
(1967), Zhlood'ko et al., (1974), Brinton et al.. (1973), Arnold et al.,
(1969), Goldberg (1975) and•Krankowsky et al., (1972c).
A subject of great interest, since the middle 1960'x, has been
the ionic composition of the D-region. The discoejery of hydrated
ions of the form H3O} • (H2O) n by Narcisi and Bailey (1965) stimulated
a great amount of debate. However, the presence of these ions is
generally accepted today. The type of ions in the D-region have a
Is
great affect on VLF radio wave propagation and knowledge of these
tons is crucial for reliable communication using VLF radio wave
propagation. Experimental measurements in this region are made
extremely difficult by the high ambient pressure and the small ion
concentrations. The higher pressures mean a smaller mean free
path than the dimensions of the instruments used for measurements.
The small ion concentrations result in small ion currents, 10-10 	 ;p
amps or less, and introduce problems of current detection. The
workers in this field have, for the most part, used quadrupole mass
filters which sample through an orifice, typically 1 mm in diameter,
A
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and are differentially pumped by cryopumps or ion pumps. This
method allows the use of electron multiplier detectors for ion current
detection. Some of the researchers who are
	 in, or have
worked in, D-region ion composition measurenionlIs _*re Narcisi and
Bailey (1965). Goldberg and Blumle (1970), Narcisi (1966, 1967,
1969, 1970, 1973), Narcisi et at., (1967, 1969 ► , b, 1,971, 1972a, b, c).
Narcisi and Roth (1970), Goldberg and Aikin (1971), Arnold et al.,
(1969, 1971, 1974), Krankowsky et al., (1972a, b), Johannessen and
Krankowsky (1972, 1974), Johannessen et al., (1972) and Arnold and
Krankowsky (1974). All these researchers used the quadrupole mass
filter introduced by Paul and Raether (1955). More recently a
pumped magnetic sector mass spectrometer was flown by Zbinden
et al., (1975) and measured. Iy and E- region positive ion composition.
Negative ions in the D-region have also been subject to study
by a number of experimenters. These include Johnson and Heppner
(1956), Narcisi (1969. 1973), Arnold et al., (1971). Narcisi et al.,
'I, 1972x, b) and Wrankowsky et al., (1972a).
Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry
The instruments which are the subject of this thesis are
a-of-flight mass spectrometers. TI a original studies of time-of-
ht mass spectrometers were carried out more or less
ultaneously by Stephens (1946) and Cameron and Eggers (1948).
ther investigations were done by Keller (1949), Takekoshi et al.
it), Glenn (1952), Wolff and Stephens (1953), Ionov and Mamyrin
i3) and Katzenstein and Friedland (1955).
II
5In 1955, Wiley and McLaren introduced the two-field time-of-
flight mass spectrometer. This instrument used two acceleration
regions in th-. ion source. This produced significantly improved
resolving power compared to earlier time-of-flight mass spectrom-
eters. The mass spectrometer of Wiley and McLaren (1955) and the
earlier time-of-flight mass spectrometers used planar electrodes.
Sayers (1959) and MacKenzie (1964) developed time-of-flight
mass spectrometers which used a cylindrical geometry. These
instruments were designed for use in ion composition measurements
in the E-region of the ionosphere. They did not use the two-field
source of Wiley and McLaren (1955) and with a flight path length of
A" a.a.., ..aia m rcavarii.F' j7VW%-_L va only .7. A s{i4c9;00LUl el7{iiALIMSis
rocket flight showed the presence of NO+ (30) and 0 + (.32). Work
was also done on a cylindrical-geometry time-of-flight mass
spectrometer by Lincoln (1957). He used a modified vacuum tube
with an ior. flight path of S. 6 cm and observed a resolving power of
about 1
Diem (1967) reported a time-of-flight mass spectrometer
combining the cylindrical geometry of MacKenzie (1964) and the
two-field acceleration source of Wiley and McLaren (1955). This
instrument had a drift region length of about 4 cm and had a resolving
power of S. These early results were extended by Zabielski (1970),
Zabielski, Diem and Kendall (1970), Stein (1974) and Kendall and
Reiter (1975). In 1970, Zabielski described a time-of-flight mass
spectrometer using a spherical geometry and the two-field source of
F'
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Wiley and McLaren (1955). The theory of this instrument was
subsequently described, in more detail, by Zabielski, Stein and
Kendall (1972/1973) and Stein (1974). Experimental studies of this
instrument were reported by Reiter and Kendall (1974). The
laboratory version of this instrument had an ion drift length of about
4 cm and a resolAn ,' . ower of 13.
The compactness and very light weight of these miniature analyzers
made them ideally suited to sounding rocket applications. Their ability to
function V thout intem-d pumping and their large active area made for sim-
plicity. The elimination of some of the errors associated with the ion
sampling and ion current measurement processes further increased the value
of this analyzer as an alterative type of mass spectrometer for ion compo-
sition measurements in the lower ionosphere.
CHANTER II
TWO-FIELD TIME-OF-FLIGHT MASS SPECTROMETER
THEORY AND NUMERICAL STUDIES
2. 1 Introduction
This chapter will develop the mathematical basis for study
of the operating conditions of two-field time-of-flight mass
spectrometers with planar, cylindrical and spherical geometries
This will be done by first introducing the definitions and the
necessary background in order to understand the terms and the
previous work on tyro-field time-of-flight mass spectrometers. This
will be followed by a detailed analysis of the time-of-flight for the
three geometries.
2.2 Definitions
T*me-of-flight mass spectrometers can usually be classified
as constant energy or constant momentum devices. Constant energy
time-of-flight mass spectrometers give the same energy to ions
with different mass-to-charge ratios. Constant momentum time-
of-flight mass spectrometers give the same momentum to ions with
different mass-to-charge ratios. The spectrometers considered
in this thesis are all constant energy devices.
In constant energy time-of-flight mass spectrometers, the
resolving power is given by R = t/ZA t where t is the ion flight
T'
39
8time and At is the spread in the time-of-flight of the ions of a
given mass. In this thesis, At will always signify the full width
	 -
at half height of any mass peak undi.r study. The resolving power
is often equated with resolution in recent studies of mass spectrom-
eters. This is not really correct and this thesis will only use the
definition of resolving power given above.
Two important focusing principles, which will be referred to
often in this chapter and in the rest of this thesis, are space
focusing and velocity focusing. The definitions of space focusing
and velocity focusing applied to time-of-flight mass spectrometry
are different from the definitions of these terms which are applied
to the rest of the mass spectrometry. In this thesis, space focusing
occurs if ions of a given mass-to-charge ratio, produced at the same
time at different places in the source region with the same velocity,
are focused so that they reach the collector at nearly the same time.
Velocity focusing occurs, again in this thesis, if ions of a given mass-
to-charge ratio, produced at the same time and same place with
slightly different velocities, are focused so that they reach the
collector at nearly the same time. If perfect velocity focusing and
perfect space focusing occur simultaneously, the result is perfect
double time focusing.
In order to properly analyze and understand the operation of
two-field time-of-flight mass spectrometers with planar,
cylindrical and spherical geometries, it will be necessary to	 ' a
derive analytical expressions for the time-of-flight for each
geometry. The theory for the planar geometry two-field time-of-
_	
_.	
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flight mass spectrometer was first worked out by Wiley and McLaren
(1955) . This work was extended by Stein (1970. A series solution
for the cylindrical geometry was derived by Diem ►
 (1967) and extended
by Zabielski (1970) and Zabielski, Diem and Kendall (1970). A series
solution for the spherical geometry was derived by Zabielski (1970)
nd extended by Zabielski, Stein and Kendall (1972/1973). Closed
form solutions for both the cylindrical and spherical geornetries
were derived by Stein (1970. The expressions presented in this
thesis for the time-of-flight for all three geometries will follow
those of Stein very closely.
2.3 Linear Constant Energy Time -of -Flight Equation
Consider an ion of mass m, charge q, starting at a paint xi,
and with initial velocity v i . When this ion is pl:iced in an electro-
static field E(x), corresponding to a potential V(x), the equation of
motion Can be written as
7to vi+ 	 q V(x i) = 2 m v2 + q V(x)	 (2.1)
In this expression, v is the ion velocity at any point x, and V(xi)
is the potential at the ion's starting point. The time-of-flight
equation follows from equation (2. 1) by substituting -dx = v and
integrating both sides of the equation after rearranging terns.
This gives	 iI
1/2 x
t	 I - n—q'-	 J ---^	 dx	 1/21	 mv.
X1 —Tq- + V(xi) - V(x')	 (2. 2)
I
	 1
10
where x is the final position of the ion and the sign is to be chosen
to insure an increasing t. The denominator under the integral is
always positive so the (+) sign is chosen if dx' > 0 and the (-) sign
if dx' < 0. Equation (2. 2) defines the time-of-flight of an ion
moving in a straight line.
Reflection points in an ion's path, , for an ion with initial
velocity in the opposite direction of the electrostatic field, can
be calculated from equation (2. 1). Sin. e v = 0 at the reflection
point
2
mv.
V(xm) = V(xi) + 2 1q (2-3)
and if the expression for V(x) is known, a solution for x  can be
calculated.
2.4 Two-Field Time-of-Flikht Mass Spectrometers; Definitions
The theory of time-of-flight mass spectrometers presented in
this chapter deals with idealized mass spectrometers. This ideal
two-field tune-of-flight mass spectrometer (referred to hereafter as
TOFMS) has four electrodes which are planar, (see Figure (2. 1)),
concentric cylinders (see Figure (2. 2)), or concentric spheres (see
Figure (2.3)). The outer or left-hand electrode, designated
electrode 1, with applied voltage V P and radius r 1 , is either solid
or a grid. The next two electrodes, labeled electrodes 2 and 3, have
voltages V 2 and V 3 and radii r 2 and r 3 and need to be essentially
transparent to ions. The right-hand or inner electrode, the collector,
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has voltage V  and radius r c . These four electrodes bound three
regions ( designated 1, 2 and 3) and are defined as the source,
acceleration and drift regions. The widths of these regions are
d i p d2 and d3.
Ions are formed or drawn into the source region when it is
field-free (V 1 = V 2). The electric field in the Source region, E, is
then turned on. For positive ions in the TOFMS considered in this
thesis, this is usually done by pulsing V 1 more positive ( so that V I >
V2) until all the ions have left the source region. The ion initial
position is xi or r  and the initial ion velocity is vi.
In the planar geometry the time-of -flight is independent of
initial velocities parallel to the grids. However, in the cylindrical
and spherical geometries, non-radial initial ion velocities will affect
the time -o£-flight. In order to slightly simplify the theory, and
because the non-radial velocities will be small in most applications,
only radial initial velocities will be considered.
The ions arrive at grid 2 in time t ip unless the ions have an
initial velocity away from the collector large enough so that the ions.
pass through or strike grid 1, and are lost. When the ions enter
the acceleration region, they are influenced by a new electric field
E 2 (where V 2 > V3 for positive ions). The time for the ions to
traverse the acceleration region is t 2 . The ions then pass through
grid 3 and enter the field-free drift region. The time for the ions to
pass through the drift region is t3 . The total time-of-flight can now
be written as
t = t I + t2 + t3	 (2.4)
i]
.,v a. ........_.- e..., 	
.r.-._.:.—..11t-...a^,^er.4. .. .e.^...kA.±^..
	
..^wta.... +w.M..tre.. .....	 _
(V. - Vk)
V(x) -	 j d — x + Vk (2.7)
Fr
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A more general expreosion for the total time-of -flight should
•	 include the turn around time for ions initially travelling away from
tl)(: collector. If the turn around time is defined as t t , then we can
redefine the time-of-flight for the source region as
1	 1tl - t1 + 2 tt t	 tt (2.5)
where ti is now the time-of-flight in the source region for ion with
initial velocity toward the collector. This now redefines the total
time-of-flight as
t = tY + 
L t
t f I tt + t2 + t^	 (2.6)
•	 where the (+) sign represents an initial velocity away from the
collector and the (-) sign represents an initial velocity toward the
collector.
S
r
2.5 Planar Two-Field TOFMS
The electric field E between planar electrodes is a constant
(assuming no time variation of the potentials on the electrodes).
Therefore, the potential is V(x) = C 1 x + C 2 , where C l and C 2 are
defined by the boundary conditions. For two planes, j and k,
separated by a distance d, and set at potentials V  and Vk , the poten-
tial between the planes is
rIx
x.
1
(2.9)
	
2	 1/2	 2	 1J2
	mvi	mvi
2q
i!
(2. 10) .
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(see Figure (2. 4)). The time-of-flight can now be calculated for any
initial position xi , between j and k planes, to any final position x,
for any initial velocity v i , from the time-of-flight equation (equation
For an initial velocity toward the collector, the time-of-flight
is
	
! m 
1 1/2 (x
	 dx
^t = f I Lq	 J	 2	 -	 -
mv	 (V. V )	 1/2
q i
	
xi	
2	
+	 J d k	 (xi - x)	 .
(2.8)
Since x < xi , dx' will be less than 0 and the (-) sign should be used
so that t > 0. Solving the integral in equation (2. 8) gives
t = - m 
1/2	
-2d	
mvi + ( Vj - 
Vk) (x - x') 1/22q	 (Vj
_
 - Vk) 1	 2q	 d	 i
 I	 ( J 1
Evaluating this expression at the limits reduces it to
t
m )	 2d	 )	 k
- 2q	 ( (V - Vk	 d	 (xi - x) +J I
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The turn around time for an ion with an initial velocity away from the
collector must be included. Substituting the appropriate potentials
into equation ( 2-3) produces
(V. - V)	 mv?	 (V. - V )
-- d
	
x m + V k = q + --^ x i + V k	 (2.11)
which reduces to
2
xm
 = xi
 +	 (V. - V 
k
y	 Q2. 12)
J 
Notice that if xm > xi , the ion is lost. The turn around time will be
just twice the time for the ion to travel from x  to xi . Substituting
for x  into equation ( 2. 10) and multiplying by 2 gives the turn around
time as
1/2
	
mv.	 1/2
J	 k
The time -of-flight can now be calculated for all three regions
in the Planar TOFMS. In the source region we substitute d = dl,
vi = v® , xi - x = d0 and (Vi - Vk) 	 (V 1 V2) into equations (2. 10)
1
and (2-13).
Then using egx^ation ( 2. 5), the time-of-flight for the source
region is i
IM 	 1/2
2q (2.17)
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M1/2	 2d1	
(Vi w, V 2 )	 m 
o 
1/2
t1	 2q	 (V - V-j	 {	 d	 do + 2q }
mv
I 1	 2	 1
2	 1/2
l2q
In the acceleration region (xi - x)= d = d2 , (V; -Vk)/d = (V2-V3)/d2
and
v2 = o +m	 (V - V2 )	 (2.15)
d
Substituting V i = (V 1 - V 2 ) d°
 
+V 2  into equation (2. 15) gives1
d•
V. = vo + 2m -Cr— ( V 1 - V 2 ) = Y2	 (2. 16)
1
When equation (2. 16) and the other parameters for the acceleration
region are substituted into equation (2. 10), the time-of-flight for
S
the acceleration region is given by
2 1/2
_ m 1/2	 2d 2	 mY
t2 I2q	 V -V	 V2-V3f^}2	 3
As the ions traverse the drift region, their velocities will be
constant and the equation of motion is
qV'3 + -2- mvd=	 qVi + F mvo
	
(2.18)
rrnj
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Solving for the drift region velocity gives
2q 1/2	 mvo	
1/2
	 .
vd
 = ( m
	
Vi - V3
 + -- q	 (2. 19)
^	 q
where V i is the potential at the ion starting position. Since v  is
constant through the field-free drift region, the time-of-flight
is given by d3
 /vd or
1/2	 ^3
t3
	( 2q I	 my	 / 2	 (2.20)
{Vi - V3 + 2 0q
Because the drift region is field-free, the same expression for t3,
with the appropriate expression for V.,
1 can be used for all three.
geometries to be discussed here. Substituting the proper expression
for V i into equation (2. 20) gives
t3
	 (
m 1/2	 d3
2q)d.	 mv2 	 1/2(V 1 - V	 o + V2 - V3 +	 o
dl
(2.21)
Combining the expressions for the time-of-flight in the three
regions gives the total time-of-flight for a planar two-field TOFMS
Pr-
m+
21
	
m 1/2	 .2dl	 (Vl - V2)	 mv2 1/2
t	 ( 2q	 V - V	 {	 d	 do + 2q }	 t1	 1	 2	 1
my2	 1/2
2 0q
2d	 2	 1/2	 2 1/2
+ (V 2V ) [{V2 - V3 + 9—	 - 292	 3
d3	
1
+	 dmy
	
1/2
 r	 (2. 22)
ry(V 1 - V2) do + V 2 - V3 + --2q	
JJ
1
The (+) sign is for an initial velocity away from the collector,
while the (-) sign is for an initial velocity toward the collector.
Equation (2. 22) reduces to the expressions for the time-of-flight
calculated by Wiley and McLaren (1955) and given by their equatio Ls (2a),
(2b) and (2c). It? necessary to substitute d = S O ) d = s, d = d,
mV0 ( V 1 - V2)	 (V2 0 V3) 	 1	 2
	
d3 = 17, U0 = Z- ,	 d	 = Es'	 d	 = Ed and U = U0 +1	 2
gsE s + gdEd into equation (2. 22) and rearrange the terms. It is
also necessary to change the units kg, m, V and sec into amu, cm,
eV and µsec, respectively, in order to produce the multiplicative
factor of 1.02 used in Wiley and McLaren (1955). Equation (2.22)
also reduces to the result presented in equation (1) in Pavlenko et
al., (1968) if the erroneous symbol s is corrected to s 0 in
Pavlenko's equation (1).
S
h'
P, r -
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2.6 Cylindrical Two-Field TOFMS
Between two concentric cylinders, the electric field E(r) is
proportional to r . Therefore, the potential is V(r) =, C lnr + C2,
where C 1 and C 2 are determined by the boundary conditions. For
two concentric cylinders, labelled j and k, with potentials Vi and V 
and radii r  and r k , the potential between cylinders is given by
(Vj - Vk)
V(r) = In r, r	 In (r/rj) + Vj
J k
(2-23)
(see Figure (2.5)).
For an initial velocity toward the collector (inward in the
spectrometer considered here) the time-of-flight equation for the
cylindrical-geometry mass spectrometer can be derived by
substituting the potential given by equation (2.23) into the time-of-
flight equation (2. 2) and using r instead of x. This gives
r
t = t mdr'2q )
	 "	 r mv?	 V. - V In r. /r'	 1/2
r.	 I	 i	 ( a	 k)	 ( 1	 )
1 1 2q + In r. r	 }
^ k
(2.24)
Since r < r 0 , dr' will be less than 0 and the (-) sign is chosen so
Chat t > 0. If we define
mil	 kIn (r . / 
_r_^)
Cjk	 { 2q }	 V- v )
^	 k
(2-25)
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and
(	 1/2
P - .` 1n (r i / r') + C.kj
	
(2. 26)l`.	 J
then
-(P2 - Cjk)r	 = ri a	 (2.27)
and
-(P2 - C. k)
dr' - -2r iP e	 J dP	 (2.28)
Substituting equations ( 2.25), (2. 26), (2. 27) and (2.28) into (2.24)
and rearranging terms produces
fin (r i /r) + CJkil/2	 -(P2 - C^k)
1/2	 -2r i. P e	 dP
•	 t = - m	 r
	
2q	 J	 1/2I C1/2	 Pf (V. - Vk)
Jk	 l In r. r
J k
(2, 29)
Taking the constants out of the integral reduces equation ( 2.29) to
1/2	 {ln (ri/r)+C.k}1/211/2	 ^I (rj/rk)	 C.J
t- q	 2ri{V I e Jk	 e-P dP
J	 k C1/2
Jk
(2.30)
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We can write
A	 2	 (A	 2	 (B`	 2
J e -P dP = J e -P dP - J e -P dP =	 (erf.A - erf B)
B	 0	 0	 (2.31)
where
iF.
(`A	 2
erf A =	 2	 ` e y dy
	
' r	 J0
(2.3la)
Equation ( 2. 30) can now be written as
	
all
/2ln(r./rk) 1 / 2 C•J	 erf [ (ln (rk	 1/2t= 2q	 ri 
ITr 
V - V	 }	 e	 i / r) + Cjk)	 ]-
 J k
1/2
erf [ Cik ]	 (2.32)
The time-of -flight for each region of the mass spectrometer
can now be derived. For an initial ion velocity toward the collector
in the source region we substitute r  = r 0 , V.
J• = V
1 , V 	 J= V2 , 
r. = rl,
vi = v0 and r  = r2 into equation ( 2. 32) giving
m 
1/2	 nli (rl/r2) 1/2 C12
t l r	 2c	 ro { V - V }	 e	 erf [ (ln (r 0 / r) + C 12^ 2`]-
	
1	 2
i
erf [ C Z2 2 ]	 (2.33)
where
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mv2In (rl /r2)
C 12 - 2c	 V 1 - V2T	 (2.34)
When the ion has an initial outward velocity, the turn around
time can be calculated after calculating the turn around radius, rm.
Substituting the appropriate potentials into equation (2.3) gives
mv
J	 k	 In (r /r.) + V. =	 1 +	 J	 k ln(r/r.) + V.In r i /r k)Jm	 J	 2q	 In ri /r k)i J	 J(2.35)
This yields
r	 = r. e 
C 
J
k 	 (2.36)
M	 i
Note that if rm > r^ the ion is lost. From equation (2. 32) we can
solve .for the time for an ion to travel from r  to the initial position
r.1 by substituting r = r i , r i	 m= r and v t. = 0. The turn around time
will be exactly twice this time or
m 1/2	 irin(r./rk) 1/2
tt 
= ^q	 Zrm f (V V ) } erf [ { ln(rm / r i) }1/2 II	 I	 J 	k
VNow substituting for r  from equation (2.36) gives
m 1/2	 nln(r./_rk)) 1/2 CJk	 1/2
tt -
	 Zq	 Zr f- (V - v ) }	 e	 erf [ C^kJ	
]
I	 I	 k	 -(2.38)
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Making the same substitutions used in the derivation of equation
(2.33) produces
t _
	 m 1/2 2r
	
n ln(rl/r2) 1/2 eC12 erf C1/2t	 2q	 o{ V - V }	 [ 12 ]
1	 2 (2.39)
Combining equations (2.33) and (2.39) into equation (2. 5) gives an
expression, for the time-of-flight in the source region
M
1/2
	 n ln(r1/r2) 1/2 C12 fekf
tl - 	 2q	 ro 	 V -V }e 	 [ (ln(r o /r 2) +C 1 	]1	 I	 1	 2
f erf [ C 12 2 ]	 (2.40)
In the acceleration region region we substitute r. = r i = r2!
r = r  = r3 , V.J = V2 and V  = V3 into equation (2. 32) along with the
initial velocity. The initial velocity for the acceleration region can
be calculated from equation (2. 1) by making the appropriate
substitutions. This gives
q(V - V )
2 mv0 + Inr l r22 1n (ro /r1) + qV 1 = 2 my + qV2
(2.41)
where vi is the velocity in question. Solving for v.2 gives
V. _ 2q (V 1 - V 2 ) In (r o/r 2 )	 + v2 = ^2	 (2.42)1	 m	 Inrrl 2	 0
e
a
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Now the time - of-flight for the acceleration region is given by
	
m 1 /2	 n In (r2/r3)	 1/2 C 23 f
t2 = ( 2q	 r2 { V 2 - V 3 	}	
e	 lerf [ ( ln(r2 /r3)
	
+ C23)1/2 ] - erf [ C2 3 2 ]	 (2.43)
where
	
m i^	 In ( r2/r3)C23 _ ( 2q	 (V2 _ V.	 (2.44)) l
in the drift region we substitute d3 = r3 - r  into equation
(2.20). This gives the time-of -flight for region 3 as
M 1/2	 r3 - rc	 S
rt3 	f
( 2,q IMVZ 11/2
	V i - V3 + 
2q J
o r	 (2.45)
Now combining equations ( 2. 40) , (2. 43) and ( 2.45) gives the total
time-of -flight for a cylindrical two-field TOFMS as
m 1/2 
	
ln(rl/r21/2 C12 r
t
	2q	 {ro 
^ir
	
 V - V	 }	 e	 j erf [ (ln(ro/r2)I	 )	 1	
	
1/2	 1/2	 Tr ln(r2 / r3) 1/2+ C 12 )	 ] f erf[ C 12 ]} +r2{ V - V2	 3
eC23 ^erf( ( ln(r 2 /r 3 ) + C 23 )l/2 ] - erf [C2 3 2 ]
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+	
r3 - c(2.46)(2.46)
fV	 3 m	
/21
q
The (+) sign corresponds to an initial ion velocity away from the
collector while the (-) sign :corresponds to an initial ion velocity
toward the collector.
Expanding the error function terms of equation (2.46) in
Maclaurin series and making the substitutions r 0 = r s , v0 = vs,
C 12 = Al2, Vi = Vs and C 23 = A23 produces an expression for the
time-of-flight in a cylindrical TOFMS which is identical to the
expression obtained by combining equations (11), (12), (15) and (16)
in Zabielski, Diem and Kendall (1970), according to equation (2. 6)
in this thesis. Equation (2.46) is also identical to equation (2. 5.26)
in Stein (1974) if the substitutions r 0 = r s
, v0 = vs' C 12 Al2,
C 23 = A23 and Vi = Vs are made.
2. 7 Spherical Two-Field _TOFMS
When two concentric spheres, labelled j and k, with radii rj
and rk, are set at potentials V. Vk, the potential between the
spheres is V(r) = C 1 /r + C 2 where C 1 and Ci are defined by the
boundary conditions. Solving for C 1 and C 2 yields
F"
'r
-k.k	(r V - rkVk)	 (2.47)
	 a
3
with
r rkVk)
kjk =	 r	 r )	 (2.48)
- - ._ - --.•.--.-..^. _..... ..^-b-^.,.. r-- >-x -_^
	 .,es-^..c--^^v.^.n:s>^>- 	 s+^+Y^H'®'►^'(y;'^y	 xm..^.mma 	 -.^:a-w	 _.....	 - C'._ .c_ _a'^._i:eS.'yIZ:T-^KiBc	 .tr+..,`nGd^-^v..ayi_<I.t
• _	 •.. . . _. r...r^w... YL._.4u.aX _^. u..sifli_.. u.. r.isffi ^"	 P..:^ar`il.:^Ah.n .JT^k...:df'I 	 eA - _mss--
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This potential produces an electric field E(r) proportional to 1
r(see Figure (2.6)).
The time-of-flight can now be calculated for any initial
position r i , between the j and k spheres, to any final position
r(r < r i) for an inward velocity. Substituting equation (2.47) into
equation (2. 2) and using the variable r instead of x produces
m 1/2 r	 dr
	t = f	 '(^	 mv.	 1/21
ri {	 t	 + k.	 1	
-	 12q	 Jk r'	 ri I
	 (2-49)
Since r < r i , dr' will be less than 0 and the (-) sign is chosen to
give an increasing t. Multiply the numerator and denominator of
i/2
equation (2.49) by r'	 . After rearranging terms, this yields
1/2 r
	t = -	 m	
r^1/2 dr'
	
( 2q fmy 2	 1/2k.ri	
kjk +	 2q	 r.
_ 
L 
r^z
(2-50)
Now dividing numerator and denominator by
^- 	 m .	 1/2
	
r i	 2q
and def inir1g
ri k Jk
j k  	 2mi
kjk-ri –Zq—)
(2.51)
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give t as
1/2	 a.	 1/2 (r 	,1/2	 ,
t - - -q-	 k	 \ -- r	 (2.52)q	 k	 J 
	
I,	 (ri	 a ,k
It is now necessary to show that ^ k > 0 and .k - r> 0 in
order to solve the integral in equation (2. 52). Let us calculate the
maximum radius for an ion with an initial velocity away from the
collector. Substituting the proper potentials into equation (2. 3)
results in
-kjk	 —r . V. rk Vk	- MV. +
rm +	 j rk
-k j	 r. V.k + .
	
J i	 k k	 (2.53)
r 	 (ri - rk)
Solving for r  yields r  = Jk (2.54)
Therefore, jk > 0, and since r  > r i , then A - r > 0. With the
substitution of r' = x2 into equation (2. 52) we get
1/2 
I ik	 (
	
a.	 1/2 r	 2
t	 9	 k	 `^1 2	 a	 Xz 1/2	
(2.55)
II	 I
r 
	
,k
Since Jk > 0 and jk - x2 > 0, this integral can be evaluated as
:i3
m	 1/2 a'k 1/2	 2 1/2t = - 2q
	
k	 {-x(ak - x)
Jk
rl/2
	jk sin-1 { 	1/2 } }	 (2.56)
Jk	
1/2
where only the principal values for sin -1 are to be used. Evaluating
the limits of equation (2.56) yields
1/2
t =	 2q 1/2
	
1/2	 1/2k—^ 	r	 (a.k - r)	 - ri /2	 1/2(ak- r 1 )I
f Jk
r1/2
 r	 1/2	 -1	 ri	 1/2	 1
	
- Jk sin	 a	 -sin	 a.	 } }
l	 Jk	 Jk	 (2.57)
The time spent in the source region for an ion initially moving
5
toward the collector can be calculated by substituting v i = vo,
r  = rot Vi = V 1 , V  = V2 , r  = r 1 and r = r  = r 2 into equation (2.57).
This yields
'	 m 
1/2 a12 1/2 1/2	 1/2 _ 1/2	
_	 1/2
t l -	 2q	 k 1 2	 {r2 (al2 - r 2 )	 ro (an ro)
	
' r	 r
1/2	 1/2
(
a12	 sin-1 j a 2	 - s in-112 ^	 2 J1	 ,(2.58)
T	
__
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The turn around time for ions initially moving away from the
collector in the source region can be calculated by substituting
h
	
	 kjk = k 12 , Vi = V 1 , Vk = V2' rj = ri, rk = r2' ri = rm = a12' r = r0,
.= a12 and v i = 0 into equation (2. 57) and multiplying by 2. This
yields
m 1/2 a12 1/2	 1/2	 1/2t t = 2 2q	 k 12	 { 
ro (a12 - r o )	 - «12
-1	 ro	 1/2sin
	 {	
2	
^r
^} - 2 (2.59)
Combining equations (2. 58) and ( 2. 59) according to equation (2. 5)
gives the total time-of-flight in the source region as
t	
_
_	 m 
1/2 
a12 	 1/2	 _ 
r2) 1/2 _ ^	 a121	 Zq	 k12	
r2	 (a12 
-1	
r2 
11/21-'T._	 2sin 	a 
	
f	 ro1/2 1a12ro) 1/
 -a12
r	 1/2p	 T
s in- j	 ! o	 - 2	 (2.60)
` 12	
i
The initial velocity of an ion as it enters the acceleration region
is given by v i where v i is defined by
r'
35
2	 2
my	 y
2qo + Vi - 2q
	 + V2
and where
V. 	
- k12 + V 1 r l - V2r2
i	 r 	 rl-r2
Solving for v.2 yields
V. = m- (V i - V2 ) +Vo = l^2
(2.61)
(2.62)
(2.63)
In the acceleration region we substitute r; = r  = r2,
r  = r = r3, jk = a23, k^k = k23' V^ = V2 , V  = V3 and v Z&i = 
•	 into equation (2.57) to calculate the time-of-flight. This yields
S
m 11/2 a23
23 1/2
	 l/2	 1/2	 1/2	 1/2t2 =	 2q	 k	 f r3 ( a23 - r3 )	 - r2 (aL3 - r2)
-1	 r3	 _1r21/2
a23 sin	 j I a	 sin
	
(Z. 64)jl/2'1-
	
23	 a23
To calculate the time-of-flight for the drift region, we
substitute d3 = r3 - r  into equation (2.20) yielding
i;
1/2	 r - r
	
m	 3 c
t3	 ( 2q	 mv2 1/2 (2.65)
Vi
 - V3 +	 o
2q
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Combining equations (2.60), (2.64) and (2.65) gives the total
time-of-flight as
m 1/2	 ai2 1/2 1/2 _
t	 2g	 f ( 	 [ r '/Z2
	 (a12 _ r2)	 a12= ^ 12 I
sin-1
	 rz(
1/2	 1/2	 -1	 ro 1/2	 If	 ro (a12 - ro )	 - a12 sin	 (a	 - 212
+	 a23 1/2	 rl/2 (a	 _ r )1/2 - r l/2 (a	 r ) 1/2 _ ak	 3	 23	 3	 2	 23	 2	 2323
-1	
r3) 1/2	
-1	
r2	 1/2
sin	 I a
	
- sin	
a^l1 23	 23
+	
r3 rc
	
2 1/2 }	 (2.66)mvo
IV i - V3 +	 2q
where
(v vk	 = r1r2	 2	 3)	 (2.67)12	 rl-r2
k	 =
r 2 r 3 (V2 - V3)	 (2.68)23	 r2 - r3
S
T
:4
4
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r  12
a12 =	 mv2	 (2.69)
_	 o
k12 r 	 2q
and
r2 
k23	 (2. 70)aZ3 =	
_	 m X12
k23 r 2 I 2q
The (+) sign represents an initial ion velocity away from the
collector and the (-) sign represents an initial ion velocity toward
the collector.
Equation (2. 66) can be shown to be identical with equations (12),
(13), (18) and (19) of Zabielski, Stein and Kendall ( 1972/1973)
combined, using equation ( 2.6) in this thesis. The substitutions of
r = r , v = v , p2 = ^ P k12 = Y12 and k23 =	 Y 23 into0	 s 0
	 s	
a12	 r 	 a23	 r2
equation (2.66) are necessary. When the sin -1
 terms are expanded
into Maclaurin series and ( a12 - r2
)1/2,  (a
12 - r0 )1 /2, (a23 - r3)1/2
and ( a23 - r 2 ) 1/2 are expanded into binomial series, a simple
rearrangement of terms will show equation (2.66) is identical with
the results of Zabielski, Stein and Kendall (1972/1973).
Equation ( 2 .66) is also identical with equation ( 2.6.27) in
Stein (1974), with the substitutions of r 0 = rs , v0 = v s , Vi = Vs and
©2 = ¢, 2
 into equation (2.66).
ii
2.8 Numerical Studies; Two-Field TOFMS
The most convenient method of studying the effect of various
operating voltages and grid spacings on the ion flight time
38
t
characteristics of TOF mass spectrometers is to use computer
simulation. Computer programs were developed by myself using the
time-of-flight equations derived earlier in this chapter. These
programs calculated ion flight time as a function of ion starting
position in the source region, ion initial energy (velocity), electrode
spacings, operating voltages and ion mass for planar, cylindrical
and spherical-electrode TOFMS.
Numerical studies using computer simulation have been
reported by Zabielski (1970), Zabielski, Diem and Kendall (1970),
Zabielski, Stein and Kendall (1972/1973) and Stein (1974). Zabielski
(1970) discussed time-of-flight versus starting position for all three
geometries when there was zero initial ion velocity and near to the
optimum space focusing operating conditions. The effects of initial
velocities, initial energy spreads, operating voltages which produce
better velocity focusing characteristics and varying electrode
spacings were, for the most part, ignored. Zabielski, Diem and
Kendall (1970) and Zabielski, Stein and Kendall (1972/1973) discussed
only optimum space focusing operating conditions for zero initial ion
velocities for the cylindrical and spherical geometries, respectively.
Stein (1974) concentrated on optimum space focusing characteristics
with zero ion initial velocities. However, he did study the effects of
varying electrode spacings and discussed the effects of initial ion
velocities and initial energy spreads on the flight time characteristics.
One sly -°iking characteristic of the results presented by the
above authors is the lack of significant variation in the time-of-flight
39
versus starting position curves between the three TOFMS geometries.
Obviously, the radius of curvature of the electrodes for the cylindri-
cal and spherical geometries studies was not small enough, in
relation to the interelectrode spacings, to produce a significant
variation in the source and acceleration region electric fields as
compared with a planar geometry.
In order to fill in the gaps left by previous researchers, this
section will concentrate on the effects of initial ion• velocities,
initial energy spreads, velocity focusing characteristics and
exaggerating the cylindrical and spherical geometry effects on flight
time characteristics.
M
	
	 Figure (2.7) shows the space focusing characteristics of the
planar, cylindrical and spherical geometries for near the optimum
space focusing voltage ratio (the voltage ratio is defined as
R = (V 1 - V3 )/(V2 - V3 )). This Figure is presented for comparison
with the Figures which will follow. . The time scale of Figure (2.7)
is greatly expanded to bring out the characteristics. An excellent
discussion of these curves and the resulting peak shapes can be
found in Stein (1974). It must be emphasized that no initial velocity
spread has been considered in producing the curves in Figure (2.7).
The effect of an initial velocity spread on resolving power is signifi-
cant. For example, the space focusing resolving power for
R = 1.64 in a spherical-electrode TOFMS, taker_ from Figure (2. 7),
is 1450. However, the actual resolving power for this type of
instrument in the laboratory is about 10 due to the initial velocity
spread.
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Figure (2.8) illustrates the space focusing curves for high
voltage ratios with an initial ion energy of 4 eV in a cylindrical-
electrode TOFMS. The bars represent an energy spread of f 1 eV
•	 around the ion initial energy. As the voltage ratio increases, the
poorer space focusing characteristic can be easily seen. Also
notice ,°he decreasing spread in the flight times due to the initial
energy spread. Figure (2.9) illustrates the space focusing
characteristics for a spherical-electrode TOFMS for the same
conditions as were used in Figure (2. 8).
Figure (2. 10) represents the changes in the flight time spread
for a cylindrical-electrode TOFMS due to a 2 eV initial energy
spread as the voltage ratio is increased. This Figure is derived from
the time spread bars of Figure (2.8). These curves can be said to
represent the velocity focusing characteristics of the cylindrical
TOFMS. Perfect velocity focusing would be represented by a straight
line at zero time spread. These curves suggest that an extremely
high voltage ratio or an extremely long drift region length would be
required for perfect velocity focusing. This conclusion confirms
the suggestion made by Stein (1974) and by Sanzone (1970). Figure
(2. 11) represents the velocity focusing characteristics for a spherical
TOFMS taken from Figure (2. 9).
A comparison of Figure (2.8) to Figure (2. 9) and Figure (2. 10)
to Figure (2. 11) illustrates, again, the similarity of the space and
L	 velocity focusing characteristics for the cylindrical and spherical
geometries. The differences in the curves are minimal for the
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STARTING POSITION(mm from center of curvature)
i
Figure 2.8	 Computer Generated Space Focusing Characteristics for
a Cylindrical-Electrode TOFMS Having r l = 88 mm,.
r 2 = 83 mm, r 3 = 80 mm, r = 38 mm, an Ion Mass of
133 amu, and an Initial Ion Energy of 4 eV (Directed
Toward the Collector). The Bars Represent an Initial
Energy Spread of f 1 eV.	 '
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Figure 2.9
	
	
Computer Generated Space Focusing Characteristics of
a Spherical-Electrode TOFMS Having r l = 88 mm, r2 =
83 mm, r 3 = 80 mm, r = 38 mm, an Ion Mass of 133
amu, and an Initial Ion cEnergy of 4 eV (Directed Toward
the Collector). The Bars Represent an Initial Ion
Energy Spread of t I eV.
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electrode spacings and electrode radii being considered. For
simplicity and convenience, I will concentrate on the cylindrical
geometry for t:,s remaining Figures in this section.
Figure (2. 12) shows the effects of changing the initial ion
velocity when a low voltage ratio was used. It also illustrates the
time spread (bars) due to a 2 eV initial energy spread for a low
voltage ratio. The initial ion velocityvelocity was not constant across
the source region in the calculation of these curves since V 2 was
held constant while V 0 was varied. VD was the voltage applied to
electrode 1 when the buncher pulse was off. In the usual operation of
the two-field TOFMS considered in this thesis V D = V2 and the source
region is field free, but in these cases, the source region was operated
with an electric field when the buncher pulse is off. The ion initial
velocity was then dependent on the ion distance from r 2 . Varying
the ion initial velocity distribution as a function of the position in
the source had two important effects. First, changing the ion initial
velocity distribution from initial velocities which increased as the
ions approach electrode 2 to a distribution in which initial velocities
decreased as the ions approach electrode 2 is equivalent to increasing
the voltage ratio. Second, the time spread due to the initial energy
spread decreases as the initial ion energy is increased. This
decrease in the flight time spread occurs because the ion initial
energy spread becomes a smaller fraction of the ion initial energy
as the initial velocity is increased. This Figure illustrates clearly
the reason for reported poor resolving power at near the optimum
5.30
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(mm from center of curvoture)
	Figure 2. 12	 Computer Generated Space Focusing Characteristics
for a Cylindrical-Electrode TOFMS Having r 1 = 88 mm,
r2 = 83 mm, r 3 = 80 mm, rc = 38 mm, R = 1.38, and
an Ion Mass of 133 amu, While V0 was Varied. The
Bars Represent an Initial Ion Energy Spread of t 1 eV.
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space: focusing voltage ratio. The flight time spread, due to an
initial ion energy spread (2 eV in- this example), is significantly
larger than the time spread due to the different ion starting positions
(see the curve for V D = -8 V).
Figure (2. 13) shows the effect of varying the collector radius
while holding the source and acceleration regions at a constant
radius of curvature for R = 1. 56. This varies the drift region length.
Variation of the drift region length was studied by Stein (1974) to
deduce the effect of grid waviness. He looked at only very sma11
variations in the drift region length (less than 1 mm) and concluded
that this had very little effect on the shape of the space focusing
curves. The effects of larger variations in the drift region length
are more pronounced and are very similar to changing the voltage ratio.
The curve for r  = 38 mm in Figure (2. 13) is very similar to the curve
for the cylindrical TOFMS in Figure (2.7). However, when r  is moved
to 58 r~im (from the center of curvature), the resulting curve is very
similar to the curves in Figure (2. 12) for low voltage ratios. The
bars in Figure (2. 13) again represent the flight time spread due to
an Xitial energy spread of 2 eV (all the remaining Figures in this
section will use bars to indicate the flight time spread due to an
initial energy spread of 2 eV). The ion initial energy in this Figure
and the remaining Figures in this section was 4 eV for all starting
positions in the source region. Notice the decrease in the flight
1 
time spread in Figure (2. 13) due to the initial energy spread as
compared with the lower voltage ratio curves in Figure (2. 12)
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Figure 2. 13	 Computer Generated Space Focusing Characteristics
for a Cylindrical-Electrode T©FMS Having r 1 = 88 mm,
r2 = 83 mm, r 3 = 80 mm, R = 1. 56, an Ion Mass of
133 amu, and an Ion Initial Energy of 4 eV (Directed
Toward the Collector), While r  was Varied. The
Bars Represent an Initial Ion Energy Spread of f 1 eV.
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Figures (2. 14), (2. 15) and (2. 16) show the flight time curves
for voltage ratios of 2. 10, 2.56 and 3. 06, respectively, while the
drift region length is varied as in Figure (2. 13). Two important
observations can be made from these Figures. The first is the
equivalence of decreasing the drift region length to decreasing the
voltage ratio, as far as the space focusing characteristics are
concerned, without significant variation of the velocity focusing
characteristics. The second is the steadily decreasing flight time
spread due to the initial energy spread as the voltage ratio increast•s.
Figures (2. 17), (2. 18), (2. 19) and (2.20) represent the computer
derived flight time curves for voltage ratios of 1. 5, 2.0, 2.56 and
3.0, respectively, for grid radii which are greatly reduced from those
used in Figures (2. 13) through (2. 16). The source and acceleration
region grid spacings are the same as Figures (2. 13) through (2. 16),
but the radii of curvature are greatly reduced. It was thought 	 S
that these grid radii would emphasize the effect of the cylindrical
electrodes on the source and acceleration region electric fields.
However, close examination of Figures (2. 17) through (2.20) reveals
no significant differences from Figures (2. 13) through (2. 16).
Evidently, the electric field between cylindrical electrodes spaced
as in Figures (2. 13) through (2.20) does not vary significantly from
the electric field for similarly spaced planar electrodes. In fact,
subsequent calculations showed that a significant variation (greater
than 10 per cent) from the electric field between planar electrodes
5 mm apart does not occur until the radii of curvature for similarly
rC =38mm
rc =43mm
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Figure Z. 14	 Computer Generated Space Focusing Characteristics
for a Cylindrical-Electrode TOFMS Having r 1 = 88 mm,
r = 83 mm, r 3 = 80 mm, R = 2. 06, an Ion Mass of
1 3 amu, and an Ion Initial Energy of 4 eV (Directed
Toward the Collector), While r was Varied. The Bars
Represent an Initial Ion Energy cSpread of f 1 eV.
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Computer Generated Space Focusing Characteristics
for a Cylindrical-Electrode TOFMS Having r ] = 88 mm,
r 2 = 83 mm, r = 80 mm, R = 2. 56, an Ion Mass of1 233 amu, and An Initial 'Energy of 4 eV (Directed
Toward the Collector), While r was Varied. The Bars
Represent an Initial Ion Energy c5pread of f 1 eV.
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Figure 2. 16	 Computer Generated Space Focusing Characteristics
for a Cylindrical-Electrode TOFMS Having r = 88 mm,
r 2 = 83 mm, r 3 = 80 mm, R = 3. 06, an Ion Mass of
133 amu, and an Ion Initial Energy of 4 eV (Directed
Toward the Collector), While r was Varied. The
Bars Represent an Initial Ion Energy Spread of ± 1 eV.
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Figure Z. 17	 Computer Generated Space Focusing Characteristics
for a Cylindrical-Electrode TOFMS Having R = 1. 50,
r = 10 mm, an Ion Mass of 133 amu, and an Ion
Initial Energy of 4 eV (Directed Toward the Collector),
While r l , r 2 , r3 , and the Drift Region Length (d3)Were Varied. The Spacings Between r 1 and r22 andBetween r 2 and r 3 Were Kept Constant. The Sars
Represent an Initial Ion Energy Spread of f 1 eV.
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	Figure 2. 18
	 Computer Generated Space Focusing Characteristics
for a Cylindrical-Electrode TOFMS having R = 2.00,
rc = 10 mm, an Ion Mass of 133 amu, and an Ion Initial
Energy of 4 eV (Directed Toward the Collector), While
r l , r-,, r and the Drift Region Length (d 3 ) Were
Varied. ;he Spacings Between r 1 and r2 and iletween
r2 and r Were Kept Constant. The Bars Represent
an Initial Ion Energy Spread of f 1 eV.
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Computer Generated Space Focusing Characteristics for
a Cylindrical-Electrode TOFMS Having R =2.56, r c =
10 mm, an Ion Mass of 133 amu, and an Ion Initial
Energy of 4 eV (Directed Toward the Collector), While
rl, r	 r3 , and the Drift Region Length (d 3 ) Were Varied.
The 52pacings Between r 1 and r 2 and Between r 2 and r3
Were Kept Constant. The Bars Represent an Initial
Ion Energy Spread of f 1 eV.
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Figure 2.20 Computer Generated Space Focusing Characteristics
for a Cylindrical-Electrode TOFMS Having R = 3. 00,
rc = 10 mm, an Ion Mass of 133 amu, and an Ion Initial
Energy of 4 eV (Directed Toward the Collector), While
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spaced cylindrical-electrodes are less than 23 mm and 28 mm. A
useful area for future study would be to examine the flight time
characteristics of cylindrical and spherical TOFMS with an outer
source electrode radius of less than 30 mm.
The Figures presented in this section confirm a number of
observations made by previc is researchers. First, inferior mass
peak shapes would result if the operating voltages of a TOFMS were
adjusted to allow ions starting at the inner and outer source region
electrodes to arrive at the collector simultaneously (i.e. be space
focused). Second, the optimum space focusing voltage ratios for a
planar, cylindrical or spherical TOFMS are very nearly identical.
Third, the spread in ion initial energies (velocities) is the cause
for the poor resolving power at good space focusing voltage ratios
in a TOFMS. Fourth, the velocity focusing characteristics can be
improved by increasing the voltage ratio at the cost of degrading 	 5
the space focusing if the ion initial energies and the grid spacings
are not altered. Fifth, varying the drift region length is
equivalent to varying the voltage ratio, as far as space focusing
is concerned. Sixth, the fact that a mass peak produced by a voltage
ratio near the optimum space focusing value, with no initial . velocity
spread, is extremely narrow with respect to the mass peak which is
h
produced when an initial energy spread greater than about .5 eV
is considered. At the optimum space focusing voltage ratio in a
cylindrical TOFMS, the flight time spread, due to an initial energy
spread of .5 eV, (for a specific initial energy) is about 10 times the
full width at half height of a mass peak produced only by space focusing.
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Since the true mass peak is a convolution of the space and velocity
contributions to the flight time spread, it should be possible to
deduce significant information on an unknown initial ion energy spread.
For large initial energy spreads (> .5 eV), the initial energy
distribution, can be deduced from direct observation of the resulting
mass peak shape. This is because the space focused contribution
to the mass peak is similar to a delta function (for optimum voltage.
ratios) and the convolution of the flight time spread due to the initial
energy spread and a delta function will reproduce the flight time
spread directly due to the initial energy spread. It should still
be possible to deduce the initial energy distribution for smaller
energy spreads (< .5 eV) through deconvolution, since the space
focusing flight time distribution can be easily calculated, with
great accuracy, from comp-"ter programs. This last observation
was originally made by Ferguson et al., (1965) and has been used,
with great success, to calculate the translational energy of ions in
TOFMS by Franklin et al., (1967) and by Hadley and Franklin (1975).
There are also two observations which can be made that have
not been mentioned by previous researchers. The first is that the
velocity focusing characteristics in a TOFMS are almost entirely
determined in the source and acceleration regions since varying the
drift region length has little eL ect on velocity focusing while
having a large effect on space focusing.
The second observation was suggested by Figure (2. 12). This
Figure showed that it was possible to simulate a change in voltage
ratio by changing the initial ion velocity distribution ir_ the source
F'
t
y:60
region. Although Figure (2. 12) illustrates flight times for a low
voltage ratio where there was a large flight time spread, it seems
entirely possible to apply this effect to high voltage ratios. This
would greatly improve the velocity focusing characteristics. The
ions closest to the collector, in the source, arrive at the collector
last, while ions farthest from the collector arrive there first (see
Figures (2.8) and (2. 9) for example). If ion initial velocities
(before the buncher pulse turns on) can be produced, which are
greater closer to the collector than in the outer portion of the source
region, it should be possible to reduce the effective space focusing
voltage ratio while still keeping good velocity focusing. This should
produce greatly improved resolving power. The next two sections
will discuss this resolving power improvement and present computer
simulations for several examples.
CHAPTER III
ION GATING IN TIME-OF-FLIGHT MASS SPECTROMETERS
3.1 Background
The use of gating systems in time-of-flight mass spectrometers
has been present for nearly as long as time-o£-flight mass spectrom-
eters. The first reported gating systems were used by Glenn (1952),
Ionov and Mamyrin (1953) and Katzenstein and Friedland (1955) .
Glenn (1952) placed a grid with a do potential directly in front of the
collector. Ions arriving at the appropriate time were given additional
energy by the gate puls'e and could reach the collector. The gating
system of Ionov and Mamyrin (1953) used four grids placed at the
end of the ion drift tube, directly in front of the collector. The
outer two grids were at the drift tube potential. The inner grid
closest to the collector was set at a do potential corresponding to the
ion acceleration voltage plus a small AV. The other inner grid had
a positive pulse which gave ions arriving at the proper time enough
energy to spill over the potential barrier. In_ this instrument,
varying the gate pulse time and varying the ion acceleration voltage
produced equivalent results. Katzenstein and Friedland (1955) used
an arrangement which was very similar to the system of Glenn (1952).	 XN
The systems of Glenn (1952) and Katzenstein and Friedland (1955)
were similar to the varied gate pulse delay time mode of Ionov and
Mamyrin (1953). The grid arrangement of Katzenstein and Friedland
'	 (1955) is shown in Figure (3. lb). Other gating systems have been
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dcsc:ribed by Wager (1960), Narcis i et al. , (1966), Diem (1967) and
Zabielski (1970). These systems will be described below.
Glenn (1952) used his gating system to insure that ions which
did not have the appropriate flight times did not reach the collector.
Ionov and Mamyrin (1953) used their gating system in order to
produce enough current at the collector to be measured with the
electrometers in use at that time. The gate was also used to
eliminate the need for an electrometer with a high frequency
response. With their gating system a do electrometer could be used.
The gating system of Katzenstein and Friedland (1955) was developed
to eliminate excessive capacitive coupling to the collector plate.
This unproved the signal-to-noise ratio of the mass spectrum. The
gating systems reported by Wager (1960), Narcisi et ai. , (1966),
Diem (1967) and Zabielski (1970) were used in instruments carried
on balloon and sounding rocket flights. The fact that tune-of-flight
mass spectrometers produce a spectrum in a very short time (µ sec) 	 S
results in two major problems when used in atmospheric applications.
The first problem is the need for an electrometer which can satisfy
the severe environmental constraints imposed by a sounding rocket
or balloon flight and still have a sufficiently high frequency response.
The second proble=m is the low-bandwidth constraint imposed by the
telemetry systems in use. ]Even if an electrometer could be 	 NN
,^developed to handle the output of a TOFMS directly, the telemetry
system could not handle the electrometer output.	 i^
These problems can be solved by "slowing down" the mass
spectra, without losing any of the significant features, through the
4. .
J
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use of gating. gager (1960) developed the necessary electronics
to sample a mass spectrum after amplification and to reproduce the
spectrum at a suitably slowed down time. However, a high
performance (with respect to frequency response) electrometer was
still required. Narcisi et al. , (1966), Diem (1967) and Zabielski
(1970) described gating systems which were used to sample a mass
spectrum before the ions reached the collector and so introduced a
slowed down spectrum to the electrometer. This second gating method
greatly reduced the frequency response requirements of the electrom-
eter and allowed a much greater electrometer sensitivity. It also
satisfied telemetry constraints. The electronics •Ased in the gating
systems used by Zabielski (1`70) and Diem (1967) were described
by Hazelton (1968) and Barnes (1971) .
The gating systems of Katzenstein and Friedland (1955) and
Wa,Yer (1960) produced a significant increase in the mass spectrum
signal-to-noise ratio. A partial analysis by Zabielski (1970) showed
all the gating systems discussed here produce a slight decrease in
sensitivity (in this thesis, sensitivity refers to the number of ions
collected in mass peaks in relation to the number of ions entering
the spectrometer) and no marked decrease in resolving power. The
sensitivity decrease was also mass dependent. It was also mentioned
by Zabielski (1970) that the gate pulse shape would have a direct
bearing on the mass peak shape. Unfortunately, no further studies
were made.
The difficulty in producing a gate pulse which had a variable
width and was compatible with the other spectrometer electronics
65
prevented most direct ,experimental studies of the effects of gating
on mass spectrometer operation in this laboratory. It is possible
to study a number of gate pulse shapes, used in the gating
configuration shown in Figure (3. la), by using computer simulations.
Ion transit times through the gate region can be interpreted to give
the effects on sensitivity and resolving power by the gate pulse shape
for any number of TOFIVIS operating conditions.
3. 2 Computer Simulation
A typical gate pulse shape is shown in Figure (3. 2). It can be
approximated closely by a triangular pulse shape. The ideal gate
pulse is a square pulse with infinitely fast rise and fall times. Both
a triangular gate pulse shape and a square gate pulse shape can be
studied with relative ease using computer models.
The important parameters in the study of a gate pulse are the
gate voltages, the ion energy as it enters the gate region;• the ion
mass, the time the gate starts with respect to the ion arrival in
the gate region, and in the case of a triang0ar pulse, the rise and
fall times. The computer programs used for these analyses followed
the path of one ion at a time through the gate region and calculated
the time for the ion to pass the electrode with the gate pulse.
The flight tides for ions traveling a distance corresponding to
	
XN
the width of the gate region are shown in Figure (3.3). The
calculations carried out for this Figure and the Figures that follow
were carried out by using planar electrodes for greater simplicity.
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The ion energies considered are typical for the mass spectrometers
under study. Figure: (3.3) can be used as a reference for ion flight
times when a gate pulse is present.
The ion flight times for a triangular gate pulse closely
approximating an actual gate pulse shape (see Figure (3. 2)) are
shown in Figure (3. 4). The flight times discussed in this chapter
are only the transit times through the gate region and should not
be confused with the total ion flight times in a spectrometer. The
rise and fall times for the pulse were 50 nsec, the barrier potential
was 155 V, the pulse amplitude was 100 V, and the gate pulse
was started just as the ions entered the gate region. This Figure
illustrates several interesting effects. The first effect of the gate
is to produce a mass discrimination against the heavier 'ion masses.
This should result in a sensitivity decrease as the mass of ions
under study increases. For the operating conditions under study,
this discrimination is not easily noticeable at masses less than
100 amu. A sensitivity decrease for K (39, 41) and Cs + (133) was
observed experimentally by Zabielski (1970) when the barrier
potential was increased (which is also similar to narrowing the
gate pulse). The results of Zabielski's measurements are
reproduced in Figure (3-5). The presence of this sensitivity
decrease at higher masses has been confirmed in measurements
NN
made by me, although exact sensitivity values were not obtained. 	 0
The second effect of the gate pulse was not expected. The gate 	 y
pulse also discriminated against certain ion starting positions in the
	 j
source. In a typical operational cylindrical-electrode time-of-flight
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3.5 Experimentally Determined Sensitivity Decrease
as the Gate Barrier Potential was Raised Above
an 'Optimum Value'. (Reference: Zabielski
(1970)).
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mass spectrometer developed at Penn State, the various starting
positions in the source produce ions with energies between 78 eV
and 150 eV when they reach the gate. The lower energies correspond
to a starting position closer to the collector while the higher energies
correspond to ion starting positions away from the collector. As
Figure (3.4) indicates, for an ion mass of 100 amu, only about 50
per cent of the ions will be collected. The 100 amu ions that are
collected will only be from starting positions in the half of the source
farthest from the collector.
Additional treatment of this problem is given by Reiter
(1976) .
CHAPTER IV
LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS WITH CYLINDRICAL AND
HEMISPHERICAL-ELECTRODE TIME-OF-FLIGHT MASS
SPECTROMETERS
4.1 Vacuum System and Ion Source
The primary motivation for the study of the cylindrical-electrode
and the hemispherical-electrode time-of-flight mass spectrometers
0
(TOFMS) was the need to understand the operation of these instruments
for use in the D-region ionosphere. In order to simulate the vacuum
environment  of the D-region, the vacuum system illustrated in
Figure (4. 1) was used. This vacuum system included a gas inlet
system and a zero pressure reference system for a diaphragm
manometer. The ion source u. ed in all the laboratory measurements
was a surface ionization source identical to the one described by
Diem (1967) and Zabielski (1970). The ion source and the associated
electronics are shown in Figure (4. 2).
4.2 Cylindrical-Electrode Two-Field TOFMS
4.2. 1 Operating Voltages and Electronics
The results in these sections extend the experimental work
reported by Diem (1967), Zabielski, Diem and Kendall (1970) and.
Zabielski (1970). The cylindrical-electrode two-field TOFMS used
for laboratory analysis is shown, completely assembled, in Figure
(4. 3). A cross-sectional view of the spectrometer is shown in
Figure (4.4) with the grid labeling and interelectrode spacings. The
operating voltages are designed for positive ion collection. The
voltage applied to the outermost grid, V0 , is used to draw ions into the
-	
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spectrometer and to isolate the surrounding medium from the voltage
pulses inside the mass spectrometer. The bunching pulse, with
positive amplitude V 1 , is applied to grid 1. The do potential applied
to grid 1 is usually V0 (the same as the potential on grid 0). A do
potential, V2 , is applied to grid 2. Grid 3 carries the ion accelera-
tion voltage, V3 . Grids 4 and 6 are also set at V3 . Grid 5 carries
the do barrier potential, V 5 , and the gate pulse. The collector is
also at V3 . All potentials can be varied independently. The inter-
electrode spacings are fixed. The electrodes were made from nickel
wire mesh with 80 lines per inch and individual wire diameters of
1 mil. The grid transparency was about 89 per cent.
The electronics for the production of the voltages for this mass
spectrometer were contained in a single controller built to the
specifications of Dr. B. R. F. Kendall by the Electronic . Services
Group of the Electrical Engineering Department of The Pennsylvania 	 J
State University. The controller was based on the designs of
Hazelton (1968), Barnes (1971) and Zabielski (1970). Modifications
were made on the controller by myself at a later date. The buncher
pulse and gate pulse widths were fixed by the original controller
design. A typical buncher pulse is shown in Figure (4. 5). A i,ypical
gate pulse has already been illustrated in Chapter III. The gate
pulse delay time could be varied at ,fixed scan rates of 20 Hz, .5 Hz,
and . 1 Hz. A manual scan was also possible.
Several electrometers were used during the study of this mass
spectrometer. The first was a linear electrometer with four gain
settings based on a Keithly 302 commercial electrometer. This
^	 ^	 ^
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electrometer circuit is shown in Figure (4.6). The frequency response
of this electrometer was about 100 11z at the lowest gain setting. The
second electrometer was a logarithmic electrometer, based on an
Intersil 8500A commercial electrometer, designed by Locus, Inc. of
State College, Pennsylvania. The frequency response of this
electrometer was better than 1 kFlz at the cukrents of interest. The
third electrometer was a Keithley 610B vacuum tuba electrometer.
This electrometer could only be used with the manual gate sweep
because of its extremely low frequency response (less than 1 Hz).
Extraneous microphonic noise caused by pump vibration was a constant
problem in making noise-free current measurements. The vacuum
system backing pump could be shut down for short periods and a
liquid nitrogen cooled zeolite pump used in its place. When this
method was inconvenient, a signal averager (a Princeton Applied
Research Waveform Eductor) was used. Care was needed when i
using the logarithmic electrometer with the signal averager since
amplitude measurements could be misleading in this situation.
4.2.2 Ion Flight Times and Mass Spectrum Characteristics
Experimental flight time calibrations were obtained for a
number of mass spectrometer operating conditions. A representative
example is shown in Figure (4.7). The mass spectrometer operating
3 ;
	
	 voltages can be deduced frurn the buncher pulse positive amplitude,
V 1 , and the voltage ratio, R - V 1 - V3 /V2 - V3 . The gate barrier
was 155 V (V 5
 - 85 V and V -70 V) and the gate pulse amplitude
was typ , cally 100 V. The m l/2 dependence of the flight times can
be seen easily. A typical mass spectrum obtained by using the
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surface ionization source is shown in Figure (4.8). The resolving
power (m/ Am = t/2 A t) was 5. 9 at Na + 	6. 5 at K + (39,41) and
9.4 at Cs + (133). The voltage ratio was 2.30. This voltage ratio
was higher than the theoretical ratio for optimum space focusing to
offset the effect of the initial ion energy spread. The variation in
resolving power with mass is thought to be due to the operation of
the gate and to the finite rise time of the buncher pulse. The improve-
ment in resolving power over the results reported by Zabielski is
due to improved electrometer frequency response and buncher pulse
rise time characteristics (typically 10 nse.c).
4.2.3 High Pressure Operation
Measurements of the mass spectrometer sensitivit y at high
pressure have been reported by both Diem (1967) and Zabielski
(1970). However, these measurements were taken using a thermo-
couple pressure gauge to measure the pressure from 6.67 x 10 -2 pa
to 6.67 pa. A thermocouple gauge is not particularly accurate over
this pressure range and requires constant calibration. The addition
of a diaphragm manometer to the vacuum system used'for these
measurements made it possible to make extremely accurate pressure
readings for sensitivity measurements. Because of this improvement
in pressure accuracy, the sensitivity measurements for the cylindrical
TOFMS were repeated in conjunction with the measurements of the
background current ratio reported in Chapter III. The relative
sensitivity as a function of pressure is shown in Figure (4. 9). The
sensitivity has been corrected for the distance the ions have to
travel before entering the mass spectrometer. An important
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observation, also reported by Zabielski X1970), was that there was
no degradation in the resolving power at pressures up to 5.33 pa.
•	 This is due to the way in which a time-of-flight mass spectrometer
operates. Once an ion has left the very narrow source and accelera-
tion regions, it enters the drift region. Any ion which has its flight
time altered in the drift region (due to collisions) will usually not
get through the gate. Those which do undergo collisions and get
through the gate will contribute to the background current instead of
the proper mass peak. Therefore, it is only collisions in the source
and acceleration regions which can degrade the resolving power.
Above 5.33 pa the ion mean free paths become shorter than the
width of the source and acceleration regions. The extremely high
sensitivity of this spectrometer and the lark of resolving power
degradation at high pressures makes it an excellent instrument
for D- region ionosphere measurements.
4. Z. 4 Resolving Power Improvements; Variable Source Velocity
The numerical studies in Chapter II showed the possibility of
improving the resolving power in time-of-flight mass spectrometers.
A cylindrical-electrode TOFMS was used to test these studies
experimentally. The principle was to make the ion velocities in the
source proportional to their distance from the collector before the
buncher pulse turns on. While operating in a high voltage ratio mode
these ion initial velocities should make it possible to correct for
the poor space focusing characteristics inherent in the high voltage
ratio mode. The new ion initial velocities were produced by making
ti
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V2 < V0
 while altering the other operating conditions to produce the
desired voltage ratio. The results of these measurements are
illustrated in Figure (4. 10). The voltage difference across the
source region is plotted horizontally as 0 V = V0 - V2 . The
resolving power is plotted vertically. For these measurements
R = 2.30 was used. The resolving power maximum occurred at a
A V which was within the range of AV' s  predicted in Chapter II for
a voltage ratio of Z. 15. The difference in the voltage ratios between
the computer studies in Chapter II (see Figure (2.22)) and the ratio
used in this section will not make a significant difference in this
discussion. The effect in Figure (4. 10) which does not agree with
computer results in Chapter II is the immediate decrease in the
resolving power for AV's greater than the AV corresponding to the
maximum resolving power. There should be a broad range of AV's,
from AV 2 25 V to AV 35 V, where the resolving power is
maximized. The resolving power decrease for AV > 25 V can be
easily explained when computer studies of .gati:±g in TOFMS in
Chapter III are considered (see Figure (3.4)). Only ions starting in
the outer half (approximately) of the source when the buncb< r pulse
is turned on are collected for Cs + (133). Therefore, when the mini-
mum in the flight time curves (Figure (2.22)) moves inward toward
	 r
r 2 (as V 2 is made more negative) and passes the center of the source
region, the resolving power should decrease rapidly. The behavior
f
of the K + (39, 41) resolving power curve should exhibit a broader
resolving power maximum and a ;slower resolving power decrease
above the optimum AV values because gating will discriminate
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against only the innermost source starting positions. This is, in
fact, the behavior which is observed in Figure (4. 10). This
discussion shows that the computer simulations of Chapter II and
Chapter III can be combined to accurately explain the experimental
measurements with a gated cylindrical-electrode TOFMS.
A resolving power maximum of 21 for Cs + (133) had been
obtained at a slightly lower voltage ratio (R = 2.03) in other studies
using source position dependent initial ion velocities.
4.3 Hemispherical-Electrode Two-Field TOFMS
4. 3. 1 Instrument Dimensions and Electronics
The theoretical calculations carried out in Chapter Ii were for
a spherical-electrode TOFMS. In order to experimentally test the
results u.' 7,abielski (1970), Zabielski, Stein and Kendall (1972/1973),
Stein (1974) and myself, it was decided to use a TOFMS constructed
with hemispherical electrodes because the construction of hemi-
spherical electrodes was thought to be simpler (than spherical
electrodes) and could be accomplished quickly. It also simplified
the proper spacing of the electrodes. The hemispherical TOFMS
used for these measurements is shown in Figure (4, 11). The effects
of fringing fields were bypassed by taking care that ions entered the
spectrometer at the center of the outer electrode. This was
accomplished by injecting the ions through a cover which had a
hole at the center. This cover was maintained at the same potential
as the outermost spectrometer grid before the buncher pulse was
applied. Ion detection was made using a 16 stage venetian blind
f
A
S119
1	 l-	 3	 I	 :)	 li	 i	 1	 S3	 1 U	 1 1	 1 'l	 1 3	 1 1
Figure 4. 11	 Hemispherical-Electrode TOFAIS. A 16
Stage Electron Multiplier Used for Ion
Detection is Shown.
i
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electron multiplier with unactivated Be-Cu dynodes. The spectrom-
eter cover also performed the same task as grid 0 did for the
cylindrical TOFMS. The associated electronics and spectrometer
grid spacings are shown in Figure (4. 12). The hemispherical TOFMS
did not use any form of gating. Because a commercial pulse
generator was used for these studies, the buncher pulse rise time was
considerably longer than the cylindrical TOFMS buncher pulse rise
time. The buncher pulse rise time was typically 150 nsec in the
hemispherical TOFMS studies.
4.3.2 Ion Flight Times and Mass Spectrum Characteristics
A composite mass spectrum is shown in Figure (4.13). This
amass spectrum illustrates a number of characteristics which might
not be visible on any one mass spectrum. The ion mass peaks
repreo ent Na + (23), K + (39,41) and Cs + (133). The resolving power
	 c^
at these particular mass peaks are 8.2 at Na +
 (23), 9.2 at K+
(39,41) and 10. 1 at Cs +
 (133). The significantly lower resolving
power at the lower ion masses is thought to be due to the relatively
long rise time of the buncher pulse. Another important observation
is the smaller resolving power variation with mass than in the
cylindrical TOFMS. This is undoubtedly because of the lack of
gating in the hemispherical device. It is obvious that the use of
	 y
gating does have a significant effect on resolving power. Also notice
the overall improvement in the resolving power at all masses over
the cylindrical TOFMS operating with normal voltages as reported
in this thesis and by previous researchers. Some of this improve-
ment must be due to the lack of gating. The extremely high
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frequency response of the electron multiplier might also contribute
to this resolving power improvement. The finite depth of the conver-
sion dynode of the electron multiplier could produce an ion flight
time spread corresponding to as much as 17 per cent of the observed
Cs + (133.) mass peak (and a correspondingly larger amount for the
lighter ion mass peaks) if the ions were not properly focused at the
collector. This lack of proper focusing could easily result if the
hemisph —'-ical TOFMS electrodes were improperly centered or if the
electron multiplier conversion dynode was not placed in the correct
position. In actual fact, an examination of the conversion dynode
showed the ions had been focused onto a spot which covered only
about 25 per cent of the depth of the conversion dynode.
The background current starting to the right of the Cs + (133)
mass peak is produced by ions entering the mass spectrometer after
the buncher pulse turns off. These ions pass through the source
region before the next buncher pulse starts and are eventually
collected. The lack of background current up to this point is due
to the buncher pulse repelling ions about to enter the source. This
explanation for the background current was verified by varying the
width of the buncher pulse, which caused a corresponding change in
the starting flight time for the background current, and by varying
the spectrometer potentials, which again caused a corresponding
variation in the background current starting time. One feature of	 i
the background which could not be explained immediately was the
small current peak at the beginning of the background current. It
was concluded that this small peak was caused by ions which were
94
just at the turn around point outside the spectrometer as the buncher
pulse turns off. Since the current density of the ion beam from the
ion source is conserved, the ion density (charge density) at
the turn around point is enhanced and produces the sraall peak when
they are eventually collected.
A bast resolving power of about 13 was obtained with the hemi-
spherical TOFMS at Cs + (133) with a voltage ratio of 2.46. This is
the best resolving power obtained with a hemispherical spectrometer
operating with the normal operating voltages. The resolving power
improvement method -using a variable initial source velocity has not
been attempted with the hemispherical TOFMS to this date. The
high voltage ratio required for best resolving power is probably due
to the slightly larger source region width and the shorter drift
region length combined with the large initial energy spread (see the
discussion of high initial energy spreads in Stein (1970). The
smaller radii of curvature of the hemispherical-electrode TOFMS
used for these studies will not make a significant difference in the
resolving power compared to the cylindrical-electrode TOFMS (see
the discussion of radius of curvature in Chapter II) . Some of the
results presented in this chapter have been previously reported by
.Reiter and Kendall (1970, Kendall and Reiter (1975) or were used
as examples in Stein (1974).
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CHAPTER V
BOOSTED ARCAS SOUNDING ROCKET EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Aims
The launch vehicle chosen for the first flight applications
of the new miniature time-of-flight mass analyzer was the Boosted
Arcas II. This is a small two-stage sounding rocket made by Atlan-
tic Research Corporation. Two flight packages were prepared and
successfully put through shake and impact testing to both Arcas
and Nike-Tomahawk specifications. The Nike-Tomahawk is considered
to have one of the most violent vibrational profiles relative to
other sounding rockets of its class. The aim of the experiment
was to study the ion composition of the D-region and lower E-region
with an instrument which was radically different in design from
the pumped quadrupole mass spectrometers used by most other experi-
menters, and therefore not necessarily subject to the same sources 	 j
of error. Of special interest was the distribution as a function
of mass of the protonated water clusters H +• (H 2 0) n which have been
observed in the mesosphere by Narcisi and Bailey (1965), Goldberg
and Blumle (1970), Goldberg and Aikin (1971) Krankowsky et al.
(1972), Johannessen et al. (1972), Johannessen and Krankowsky
(1974), and others.
a
5.2 Exper iment
 
Package	 r
The layout of the experiment package and a summary of its
operating characteristics is shown in Figure 5-1. The entire
package was hermetically sealed and special precautions were taken
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to minimize outgassing of water vapor from its exterior during
flight (Kendall and Weeks, 1974). It was intended to be ejected
from the burnt-out second stage of the vehicle at approximately
70 km altitude to further reduce contamination effects. Nosecone
ejection and removal of a protective nitrogen-filled cap over the
mass spectrometer occurred at the same time. The total weight • of
the experiment >:ackage, including batteries, telemetry equipment
and transmitter, tr_ c 5 kg.
The ion mass spectrometer used in this experiment used the
time-of-flight principle with curved focusing electrodes and a
short ion path length of 4.5 cm. This ;.flowed operation at
ambient pressures up to about 4 Pa without a vacuum pump. The
focusing electrodes and a 32 cm  ion inlet aperture gave high
sensitivity without, the need for an electron multiplier detector.
A relatively low draw-in voltage of -7 V was used to reduce
possible break-up of ion clusters. For the same reason, the pulsed
region of the ion source projected beyond the bow shock of the
ejected instrument package and was bounded by high-transparency
mesh. The resolving power was set at approximately 9. This was
considered adequate to distinguish between the main water cly;ster
species. Mass peaks were superimposed on a uniform background
current which was proportional f.o the total current of ions col-
lected, including those having masses beyond the 275 amu upper
maF.is scan limit of the instrument. Extensive testing and cali-
bration were carried out in a laboratory simulator at pressures
up to 4 Pa using an alkali surface-ionization ion source. A
r98
theoretical analysis of the ion dynamics of this mass analyzer
was given by Zabielski at al. (1970).
5.3 Flight Results: 15.42
The first experiment package was launched at 1605 E.S.T.
on 29 October, 1969 from Wallops Island, Virginia. The flight
designation was NASA Arcas 15.42. Supervision of vehicle pre-
paration was by personnel from NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
The vehicle was tracked by Wallops Island radar and the 1680
MHz telemetry transmissions were received by the Wallops Island
Weather Station and the Ballistic Research Laboratory telemetry
van. The first and second stages of the rocket performed excel-
lently. However, payload separation never occurred because the
explosive charge was not present in the second stage. Due to an
rror on NASA's part, the wrong type of second-stage motor was
used. Because separation did not occur, the spectrometer was
never exposed to the ionosphere; hence, no spectra were obtained.
On the brighter side, this flight provided proof that most of
the electronics can function well throughout a flight. Telemetry
records of the temperature in the electrometer region, electro-
meter calibrations, mass scan, time marks, and range change
marks during electrometer calibration were obtained.
5.4 Flight Results:	 15.46UI
A similar experiment package was prepared and launched at
1916 UT on 3 August 1971, again on a Boosted Arcas II, and
again from Wallops Island. The flight designation was 15.46UI
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and velitcle preparation in this case was in the capable hands of
Wallops Station personnel.
About one minute after a normal launch of this experiment,
defects appeared in the telemetry link. By the time the experi-
ment package was ejected at r80 seconds and a velocity of 973
m/sec, only fragments of data were being collected and subsequent
signals appeared at the time to consist almost entirely of noise.
AFogee was 117 km.
A continuing effort to extract the small amount of useful
data present in these signals has recently been successful. Two
effects which were discovered in analyzing the flight records
were nonlinearity of the ground-based telemetry equipment and
the appearance of amplitude modulation in the frequency-modu-
lated data link a" low signal levels. Allowance f_rr these ef-
fects made it possible to determine the signal strength levels
above which reliable data could be expected. The distribution
of.electrometer range changes as a function of mass, electro-
meter range settings, and temperature data from an internal
thermistor could then be determined. In this way it was possi-
ble to build up a semi-quantitative picture of the mass spectro-
meter outputs in the 72-80 km height range.
The data finally extracted showed a large background current
without any clear mass features below 275 amu. This indicated
that the majority of the collected charged particles had masses
greater than 275 amu. It appeared that, of the ions which were
within the instrument's mass range, most were around mass 19 or
r
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above mass 100, except for metallic ions which were present in
at least two thin layers.
It can be argued that the high background ion current might
have been the result of the fine grids at the input of the mass
spectrometer rupturing during the outrush of dry nitrogen follow-
ing reoval of the mass spectrometer cover. However, tests in a
vacuum Chamber with an identical mass spectrometer showed that
there was a large safety factor even when the cover was inten-
tionally over-pressurized. Studies of movies of the ejection
process and records of numerous shake tests on the flight instru-
ment all pointed to the data having been obtained with a physi-
cally intact instrument.
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CHAPTER VI
NIKE-APACHE AND NIKE-CAZ TI.' SOUNDING ROCKET EXPERM311TS
6.1 Mechanical.
6.1.1 Vehicle
In 1969 the initial plans for second-generation sounding
rocket experiment packages were developed. At NASA's suggestion,
it was decided to fly these experiments on Nike-Apache or Nike-
Cajun two-stage sounding rackets. The mechanical configuration
of the experiment package was then designed by Electronic Ser-
vices (a special projects group associated with the Electrical
Engineering Department of The Pennsylvania State University).
6. 1. Z :experiment Package
The actual experiment package was a combination of two sections,
One half of the package was made at Penn State University and,
contained the electronics for the instruments carried by the package.
These instruments were to be a cylindrical-electrode time-of-flight
mass spectrometer, three ion probes of various geometries, a
thermocouple vacuu•.m gauge and two thermistors for temperature;
measurement. The mass spectrometer and two of the probes were
forward facing. The remaining probe and the thermocouple gauge
inlet ports were facing to the side. One temperature tre:rmistor was
placed in contact with the inside of the experiment package skin while
the second thermistor was placed in contact with the hoti:est part of
. 
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the electronics inside the experirnent package. The other half of
the package was made at Wallops Island, Virginia by NASA personnel.
'!`',is second half of the package contained telemetry equipment,
batteries, a magnetometer, solar sensors and thermistors. When
both sections were combined, the complete experiment package was
hermetically sealed. This was consider ,d essential for two reasons.
First, outgassing from the interior of the package would be a serious
source of contamination to the measurements contemplated in the
ionosphere. A discussion of this effect can be found in Kendall and
Weeks (1974). Secondly, the loss of conductive dissipation of heat
that would be a result of a reduction in pressure around the electronic
components could cause component failure. The exterior of the
complete experiment package was also gold plated to reduce both
outgassing effects and photoelectron emission. Figures (5. J.), (5. 2)
and (5.3) show photographs of the Penn State portion of the experi-
ment package.
6.1.3 Mass Spectrometer Vacuum Cap
A vacuum cap made of aluminum and stainless steel was designed
to be placed over the front end of the experiment package,'
 covering
the mass spectrometer, the two forward facing ion probes and the
inlet ports to the thermocouple gauge. The purpose of this cap was
to keep the enclosed instruments, and the front end of the package
in general, under partial vacuum until the payload (the complete
experiment package will be called the payload) was ejected into the
ionosphere and began taking measurements. The volume under this cap
r
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1 igare 0. Z Side View of the Nike-Apache Experiment
Package Showing the Arrangement of the
Electronics,
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Eigurt • 6. 3	 Side View of the Nike- Apache Experiment
Package in the Outer :skin Showing the Side
Probe Connector. An Adapter for Shake
Testing is Shown Attached to the Bottom
of the Experiment Package.
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was to be pumped for approxitnately 24 hours an(] then backfilled to
near atuxospheric pressure with dry N1,trogea. A pressure valve
was, added to the cap Lo keep the pressure differential to about
1.38 x 10 4 pa during the rocket ascent.
6.1.4 Serra tio n of Fx eriment Pac kage from Vehicle
The experiment package separation procedure was designed for
minimum contamination of the surrounding atrx-.osphere. The
separation takes place in two stages. The first stage starts when a
sealed pyrotechnic charge fires a bolt cutter which cuts a bolt
holding a V -band (a flexible metal band wrapped around a joint and
held in place by a metal bolt) which holds the nose cone. The V-band
flies away and a spring, positioned underneath the nose cone and
attached to the top of the vacuum cap, is released. This pushes the
nose cone ahead of the experiment package. When the spring reaches
full extension, the vacuum cap is also jerked off. All the experiment
package instruments are exposed at this time. However, the package
is still resting in a short sleeve attached to the second stage motor..
After the first stage of the payload ejection, the experiment package
is no longer directly attached to the rocket motor, The second stage
of the payload ejection takes plane at this time„ A second sealed
pyrotechnic charge fires a second bolt cutter. This releases an air
spring, located beneath the experiment package, which has been
pumped out and then backfilled to about 1. 03 x 10 5 pa with dry
Nitrogen. The piston of the spring then pushes the experiment
package out of the sleeve on Teflon skids. A strap is attached to the
107
piston to keep it from escaping. The experiment packag( ,
 is then
completely separated from the rocket motor and nose c ogle and
follows its own trajectory. See Figure (6.4) for a diagram of the
ejection sequence.
The pyrotechnic charges were designed to be completely sealed
when the charge is fired. Three versions of the charges were tested
in the vacuum laboratory at The Pennsylvania State University by
Dr. B. R. F. Kendall and John O. Weeks. The final version was
found to have a satisfactory leak rate. The initial leakage from the
successful charge was 2. 00 x 10 -3
 pa-liters at firing and 4. 44 x 10-6
pa-liters/sec. thereafter.
An important design parameter was the altitude at which
separation was to take place. This altitude needed to be high enough
so that the dynamic forces which the nr.ass spectrometer grids are
subjected to would not tear the grids. Studies, using high speed
films, were made by hr. B. R. F. Kendall and J. O. Weeks of the
reaction of the mass spectrometer grids to sudden decompression.
Static pressure tests made by myself were also made. Results of
these studies showed the minimum ejection altitude to be about
65 km. An ejection altitude of 70 km was decided on to include
a safety factor..
6.2 Environmental Testing	 5^
6.2. 1 Shake Testing iIn order to qualify for launch on the Nike-Apache sounding
rocket, the experiment package had to undergo several shake
tests. The first shake test was with just the Penn State section of
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the payload. The second test was with the complete payload
installed inside the nose cone. The shake tests were conducted at
•	 the Wallops Island, NASA, facility. These tests were conducted
on the three axes of the payload, the thrust axis (z-z axis) and the
two axes perpendicular to the thrust axis (the x-x axis and the y-y
axis). The thrust axis shake tests included a low level sine-wave
shake test, a simulated flight level shake test, a random noise
shake test, and a transient shake test (to simulate the shock of a
Nike booster ignition). The shake tests for the other axes included
a low level sine-wave shake test, a simulated flight level shake
test, and a random noise shake test. The details of the simulated
flight level shake tests are shown in Table (5. 1).
The experiment package electronics and telemetry were run
during all the shake tests to monitor the behavior of the payload
instruments. The electrometer outputs showed severe rnicrophonic
effects during the actual shake tests but this was not considered 	 i
important to the operation of the electronics after payload ejection.
6. 2. 2 Payload Weight, Center of Gravity, Pitch and Roll Moments
In order to accurately determine the altitude to be attained by
the payload and the precise trajectory to be followed by the payload
and the nose cone after ejection, the weight and center of gravity
of the complete payload had to be determined. The payload weight
of -the complete experiment package was 23 kg. The center of	 i
gravity was found to be 50. 3 cm from the rear of the combined
experiment package (the total package length was about 117 cm).
te..e^„s,ye
11u
Table 6. 1: Shake. Test Parameters for the Nike-Apache Experiment
Package
g Level or
Axis Frequency Displacement	 Sweep Rate
Z-Z (Thrust) 10-120 Hz 3g
120-200 Hz IOg
4 octaves/min
200-3501-lz 20g
350-2000 Hz 5g
X-X and Y-Y 7- I I Hz 1.02rtxn
I-atera 1)
11 -2OI,z VI., O%JTjm
20-30Hz 0.20,3T,,m
4 octaves / min
30- 40 Hz (3.408 rim
40-120 Hz 0.06v n
120-200 Hz 0.018 7 rim
5
note: Lateral g levels were limited to 30g's
at the center of gravity.
-
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Two other important parameters to the payload trajectory are the
pitch and roll moments of the payload. These were measured at
the same time as the center of gravity.
6 . 2.3 Spin Test
A dynamic spin test of the experiment package and the complete
payload and nose cone assembly was carried out to determine the
dynamic stability. The stability was found to be such that it would
produce a 2 0 - 3 0 coning angle for the experiment package from
after payload ejection until the payload reaches about 70 km on the
downleg.
The behavior of the experiment package electronics were
monitored during the spin test to determine the effect of the
projected spin rate. The outputs of the electronics showed severe
microphonic effects. This was considered more important than the
microphonics caused by the shake tests since the experiment package
would be spinning throughout the flight.
After a careful analysis for possible reasons for the severity
of the microphonics, it was found to be caused by the slight
instability of the experiment package acting through the fixed base
of the spin table to cause vibration. Since the base of the experiment
package would not be fixed after it was ejected from the rocket
motor, this effect would not be important. However, it was decided
to apply a potting compound to the sensitive electronics in any future 	 i
experiment packages. Microphonic noise was found to be negligible
during the actual flight after the second stage rocket motor stopped
1.12
firing. It decreased even further once the atmospheric pressure
had decreased to the point whe e the experiment package trajectory
was ballistic.
6 .2.4 Outgassing and Ion Collection Tests
A special vacuum chamber which could hold the entire experi-
ment package was built to study the outgassing from the surface of the
package and any leakage from the interior of the package. A surface
ionization ion source was included so to be able to check ion
collection of the mass spectrometer and ion probes.
The results of several measurements show the outgas/leak rate
of the clean, complete experiment package to range between
5.2 x 10-2 pa-liters/sec and 1.6 x 10 -1 pa-liters/sec, The spread
in the outgas/leak rate is due to the cleaning and handling methods for
the experiment package.
Ion collection by the mass spectrometer and the ion probes was
4^
confirmed by using the ion source in this vacuum chamber. The
telemetry operation was tested at this time to compare the data
outputs with previous results hard wired out of the experiment
package.
6.3 Experiment Package Electronics
6.3. 1 Determination of Mass Spectrometer Repetition Frequency
and Electrometer Requirements
The volume of the pulsing region of the flight version of the
cylindrical-electrode mass spectrometer is 16.34 cm 3 . The fill time
of this pulsing region is dependent on the ion draw-in potential, the
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vehicle velocity and the experiment package angle-of-attack
(defined as the angle between the package velocity vector and the
package spin axis). The fill time for the minimum vehicle speed
(t-u300 m/sec), smallest draw-in voltage (-5 V) and maximum
angle of attack is about 5 µ sec for 500 amu ions (this is the worst
possible case and would never be found in flight). To analyze heavy
ions up to 500 amu in this mass spectrometer, a sufficiently long
initial pulse width needs to be selected. A pulse width of 3 µ sec was
calculated to be more than sufficient. The total mass sweep time
would then be 8 µ seconds. A repetition frequency of 90 kHz was
selected for the sounding rocket flight.
The dominant fill mechanism for up to 500 amu ions will be the
draw-in potential at all 'Limes after payload ejection until the experi-
ment package reaches about 50 km on the downleg. At the lowest
draw-in potential (-5 V) the radially directed ion velocity due to the
draw-in potential will be at least twice the thermal and ram filling
velocity contributions at altitudes above 70 km.
Calculations of the total ion concentration for any measured ion
peak can be made, assuming the source region is completely filled.
If we define the sensitivity correction for the. increased pressure
behind the vehicle shock wave as S, the correction for grid
transparency as T, and i s as the length, in time, of each mass
spectrum then for a measured ion current, in a mass peak, I;
S x T x I x t
s
n 
	 3	 -19	 (6.1)(16.34 cm ) (1.6 x 10
	 cowl/ion)
i
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S and T are dimensionless constants, I is in amperes, and is
is in seconds. Singly charged ions are assumed.
For example, suppose the peak ion current tur NO+ at 85 km is
measured to be 3.0 x 10 -11 a and t is 11. 1 x, 10 -6
 seconds. S cans
be found from the pressure vs. sensitivity curve d: •-,cussed earlier in
this thesis. At 85 km the ambient pressure is about .333 pa. The
U pressure behind a normal detached shock wave: calculated for this
experiment package will be 6. 19 pa (see Cuirle (1976)). This
corresponds to S N 75, where S is the inverse of the relative sensi-
tivity. For 90 per cent transparency grids T = 1. 69, where T is the
inverse os the transmission fraction for the spectrometer when all
the grids are considered. Substituting these values into equation
(5. 1) yields n = 1.61 x 10 ¢
 ions/cm3
The minimum detectable current, for the mass spectrometer
electrometer was originally set for 1 x 10 -13 a. However, because
of difficulties with oscillations, the minimum detectable current was
altered to 3 x 10 -13 a. The original calculations of Zabi.elski showed
that a current of 3 x 10 -13 a would give a sensitivity of about
150 ions/cm 3 at 75 km and 6 ions/cm. 3 at 90 km for an 8. 9 cm
diameter blunt nosed cylinder travelling at Mach 1. 5. Recently
revised pressure enhancement calculations by Cuirle (3.976) for a'
15 cm diameter blunt nosed payload travelling at about Mach 3 show
that 3 x 10 -13 a would correspond to a sensitivity of about 215 ions/
cm  for NO+ at 90 km. The revised sensitivity versus pressure data
will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.
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6.3.2 Mass Spectrometer Stepping Ground
In order to study the effect of a varied potential gradient used to
draw ions into the mass spectrometer, the ground to which all the
mass spectrometer voltages were referenced was stepped from
1 . 3 V to +1 V to 1 V to -3 V. The mass spectrometer was run at
each offset level for one second before shifting to the next offset
level. Hopefully, the study of the effects of these various offset
levels superimposed on the do draw-in potential on the pulse
terminator grid will shed some light on chemical reactions that
might be induced by the draw-in potential.
6.3.3 Potential on the Pulse Terminator Grid
The do potential on this grid shields the su ."rounding plasma
from the pulses inside the mass spectrometer and acts as the ion
draw-in grid. This grid is called grid 0 because it is not essential
to the mass spectrometer operation. The potential was set at -8 V
with respect to the mass spectrometer offset ground. With respect
to the payload skin, this voltage will step from -5 V to -11 V.
6. 3.4 Potential on the Pulsed Grid and Grid 2
The do potential of the pulsed grid, which will be called grid 1,
was set at -7 V with respect to the mass spectrometer ground. T1is
potential produces a nearly field-free region between grid 0, grid 1
and grid 2 when the pulse is not applied to grid I. This reduces the	 9
3
possibility of electric field induced chemical events occurring in
this region. The do potential of the third grid, called grid 2, was
set at -8 V.
3
11.6
The performance of the mass spectrometer is very dependent on
the energy spread of the ions in the source region. The -8 V do
potential on grid 2 can produce an ion energy spread in the source up
to 5eV to lleV (depending on the mass spectrometer offset ground).
This initial energy spread requires the operating voltages of the
spectrometer be set for better velocity focusing. This means a
larger pulse voltage will be required than for optimum space
focusing. A positive pulse amplitude, applied to grid 1, of 72 V with
respect to the offset ground (from now on all mass spectrometer
voltages will be referenced to the offset ground) was decided on as the
optimum voltage. The energy spread in the source region could be
lowered by lowering the do potentials on grids 0, 1 and Z. There
were two reasons for choosing the do potentials that were actually
used. First, the effect of larger draw-in potentials was of interest
and this required draw-in voltages of -10 V or larger (more
negative). Secondly, there was a possibility of the payload skin
swinging positive with respect to the surrounding plasma. This
necessitated a draw-in potential at least several volts negative. As
a compromise between these two requirements, the flight voltages
were decided on.
6.3.5 Remaining DC Potentials and the Gate Pulse Height and
Width
The potential of the fourth grid, called grid 3, was set at -70 V.
This voltage was a result of the need to produce the proper velocity
focusing characteristics and to give ions a reasonably fast flight
th-ne in order to measure ions up to 500 amu. Grid 4 (the fifth
r
1,17
i
actual grid) defines the beginning of the gate: region. The potential
can this grid is common to the Bides of the drift region (between
grids 3 and 4) and grid 3. Grid 4 shields the drift region from thL
gate pulse. The gate do potential was set to + 85 V (grid 5) with
gate pulse amplitude at about 100 V. The base width of the gate
pulse was set at about 110 nsec. The grid terminating the gate region
(grit] 6) was common with the sides of the mass spectrometer inner
shield and was at -70 V. In future experiment packages this grid
w',11 be set at a slightly more negative potential and isolated from
the sides of the wedge in order to suppress secondary electron
emission from the collector. Finally, the collector was set at -70 V.
The collector was gold plated to reduce possible photoemission effects.
The gate pulse was swept from . 8 µ sec to 8.7 µ sec which sweeps
over a mass range of 7 amu to 500 amu. This scan occurr I twice
in a one second interval. One scan was over a .95 :.ec interval and
a fast retrace occurred in .05 sec. The slower sweep was from
light to heavier ions; the fast retrace was from heavier to lighter
ions.
6.3.6 Spectrometer Shields
A shield was placed around the mass spectrometer in order
to prevent the spectrometer sides and bottom from being exposed
to the plasma. This shield was held at the mass spectrometer
offset ground (it steps from +3 V to -3 V with respect to the payload
i
skin). This outer shield had a number of holes cut in it to allow the
ambient atmosphertt. to flow through part of the mass spectrometer.
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An inner shield at -70 V with respect to the offset ground was
placed inside the shield at the offset ground. This inner shield
covered the mass spectrometer from grid 3 to the collector.
6. 3. 7 Summary of Flight Mass Spectrometer Voltages
A listing of the flight voltages is shown in Figure (5. 5).
6. 3. 8 Payload Electronics
Figure (55 .6) shows a block diagram of the mass spectrometer
electronics. The portion of Figure (5. 6) showing the do voltage
buss is self-explanatory and the voltages have been discussed in
the previous sections. The buncher pulse production begins by
putting the output of the 1. 11 MHz clock through the 10 multivibrator.
The output of this multivibrator is then used to trigger the buncher
multivibrator after passing through a delay window. The delay
window produces a trigger every 11. 14 sec. The buncher multi-
vibrator is set to produce a pulse width of 3 µ sec. This pulse is
then amplified and biased to the proper level and applied to grid 1.
The gate pulse is produced by putting the fast and slow sweep
generator outputs into a comparator. This produces a trigger
pulse which occurs at varying intervals after the buncher pulse
starts. This trigger pulse then triggers the gate multivibrator. The
gate multivibrator produces a negative pulse with a width of about
110 nsec. This pulse is amplified by the gate pulse amplifier and
biased to the proper voltage level. The pulse is then applied to
grid 5.
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There are a number of additional functions illustrated in
Figure (6.6) which are not directly related to the mass spectrometer
voltages. The first of these is the production of a signal which
contains mass sweep information and timing marks for the calculation
of ion flight times. The output of the slow sweep generator is a
fast increasing ramp and a slow decreasing ramp. The fast ramp
corresponds to the fast flyback and the slow ramp to the normal
mass spectrum. The time mark multivibrator, when triggered by the
1. 11 MHz clock, genera,:es positive pulses which represent ion flight
times measured from the beginning of the buncher pulse. The first
Lime mark represents an ion flight time of 1. 85 µ sec. Each
succeeding time mark represents an additional flight time of
. 925 µ sec. The ramps and the time marks are combined in an adder.
The second function is the production of the mass spectrometer
offset ground. The pulse output of the 1 second pulse generator
triggers the _ 4 multivibrator. The outputs of this multivibrator
are combined in the D/A converter. This produces the 4 step
offset ground which is then used to bias the mass spectrometer
voltages and the electrometer ground.
The third function is a c;.Aibration signal which was originally
designed to make it possible to determine the relationship between
the electrometer output voltage and the collector current. Every
third sweep the calibration signal is added to the collector current.
The calibration signal was deliberately out of step with the 4 step
offset ground so that the signal would not appear during mass sweeps
with the same offset ground voltage throughout the flight. This
F'
Y
,12
method of calibrating the electrometer was found to be, inadequate
ber,ause of the difficulty in determining absolute current values.
However, the calibration signal was left in operation as a general
check on the operation of the electrometer. The revised calibration
procedure will be discussed in the Mass Spectrometer Calibration
s cc tion.
The last function is the presence of an automatic gain changer
which determines the gain to be applied to the electrometer signal.
When the spectrometer current exceeds certain levels, the signal
gain is decreased. Similarly, when the current falls below certain
levels, the gain is increased. The switching levels had a hysteresis
built in to prevent oscillations from occurring during a gain change
(referred to as a range change). The original design was for a
linear electrometer which had four range levels. However, the most
sensitive range level had to be eliminated because of excessive
electrometer noise. The electrometer used was a Keithley 302
commercial electrometer.
6.3.9 Telemetry
The telemetry system used for this payload was designed and
installed by NASA personnel at Wallops Station, Virginia. The
carrier frequency was 240. 2 MHz. This is a standard P-band
carrier frequency. The total telemetry system was a PAM/FM/FM
r
system. Analog signals from the payload electronics drive voltage
controlled oscillators (VCO's) which then are used to frequency
modulate the carrier. The subcarrier channel assignments and
frequencies are listed in Table (6.2). IRIG (Interzange
i+
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Instrumentation Group) channel 21 carried the mass spectrometer
ion current. IRIG channel 20 carried the mass spectrometer electro-
meter gain indicator. Channel 19 carried the slow sweep or fast
retrace indicator and ion flight timing marks. IRIG channels 13
and 14 carried both the Penn State monitor lines and the NASA moni-
tor lines. The Penn State monitor lines are listed in Table (6.3).
These two telemetry channels were commutated channels with 30 seg-
ments, each sampled at 5 times/sec. The payload antennas were 4
Vega bent spikes phased 90° apart.
6.3.10 Mass Spectrometer Calibration
Ion flight times were calibrated against ion mass-to-charge
ratios for the experiment package on several occasions. Calibra-
tions were done with the Penn Stare portion of the payload run off
an external power supply. They were also done with complete pay-
load run off external power. As a final check the calibrations
9were repeated with the complete payload run off battery (internal) 	 ,
power. The mass spectrometer outputs were measured while hard
wired out of,the vacuum test chamber and then measured using the
telemetry equipment. The results of these calibrations were con-
sistent and are as shown in Figure (6.7).
The mass spectrometer electrometer output could not be ,
properly equated with a collector current by using calibration signals
	
I
described in the Payload Electronics section because of the difficulty
in determining absolute current values. An alternative method for
calibrating the electrometer was developed. Artificial ion currents
were fed directly onto the collector through a connector in the side
of the masn spectrometer. The artificial currents were produced
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Table 6-2: Telemetry Channel Assignments for the Sounding
Rocket Flight
IRIG CHANNEL SUBCARRIER LAW PASS
CHANNEL OUTPUT FREQ. FILTER
CUTOFF
21 MASS SPECTROMETER CURRENT	 165 KHz 3720 Hz
20 MASS SPECTROMETER RANGE 124 KHz 3720 Hi
PACTOR
19 MASS SWEEP AND TIME MARK 93 KHz 1395 Hz
MONITOR
18 PROBE I ION CURRENT 70 KHz 1200 Hz
17 PROBE 1 RANGE FACTOR 52.5 KHz 1200 Hz
16 SOLAR -'ENSORS 1 + 2 40 KHz 790 Hz
15 PROBE 2 ION CURRENT 30 KHz 600 Hz
14 COMMUTATED CHANNEL #1 22 KHz 330 Hz
13 COMMUTATED CHANNEL #2 14.5 KHz 330 Hz
12 PROBE 2 RANGE FACTOR 10.5 KHz 220 Hz
11 PROBE 3 ION CURRENT 7.35 KHz 110 Hz
10 PROBE 3 RANGE FACTOR 5.4 KHz 110 Hz
9 CALIBRATE SEQUENCE 3.9 KHz 110 Hz
8 ACCELEROMETER 3.0 KHz 110 Hz
7 MAGNETOMETER ROLL 2.3 KHz 35 Hz
6 MAGNETOMETER PITCH 1.7 KHz 25 Hz
5 SOLAR SENSOR #2 1.3 KHz 20 Hz
8
0
i
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Table 6 • 3: Monitor Outputs on the Commutated Channels
GRID 0 DC VOLTAGE
GRID 1 BUNCHER PULSE
GRID I BUNCHER DC VOLTAGE
GRID 2 DC VOLTAGE
GRIDS 3,4a6	 DC VOLTAGE
GRID 5 GATE PULSE
GRID 5 GATE DC VOLTAGE
GATE PULSE LOGIC
BUNCHED-. PULSE LOGIC
FAST SWEEP INPUT
I-SEC PULSE GENERATOR
CALIBRATION SEQUENCE
15A POWER SUPPLY
15B POWER SUPPLY
15C POWER SUPPLY
15D POWER SUPPLY
15E POWER SUPPLY
SO VOLT POWER SUPPLY
MASS SPECTROMETER OFFSET GROUND
PROBE OFFSET GROUND
THERMOCOUPLE HEAD CURRENT
THERMOCOUPLE OUTPUT
SKIN TEMPERATURE
POWER SUPPLY TEMPERATURE
MAIN CURRENT SUPPLY
MAIN VOLTAGE SUPPLY
3
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by picking a voltage off a battery through a potentiometer and putting
the voltage through high valued resistors chosen to simulate ion
currents. The battery and potentiometer were placed in a grounded
box. A coaxial cable carried the voltage to the high value resistor.
The resistor was shielded by a specially designed grounded sheath.
In addition, the entire procedure was carried out in a grounded wire
mesh cage.
6.4 Flight Results - 14.482
6.4.1 Launch Conditions
The experiment package described in Chapter V was launched
on a Nike-Apache bwo-stage sounding rocket on May 15, 1974 at
21:37 GMT. The launch site was Wallops Island, Virginia (latitude
-37.85 0 N, longitude -75. 47 0W). The NASA identification number
for the flight was 14. 482 and the experiment package will be referred
to by this number. May 15, 1974 was classified as a disturbed
day according to the Kp index (Journal of Geophysical Research, 76,
3886, 1974). The Kp index at near the launch time was 4.3, the Ap
index was 30 and the Ca 	 was 8.7. The sunspot number was
24. Electron densities for May 15, 1974, for near the 14.482
launch time, were calculated from an ionogram taken by the Wallops
station facility and are shown in Figure (6.8 ). The ionogram was
reduced using the Ionosphere Research Laboratory reduction 	 i
program. Electron densities calculated by Dr. H. S. Lee from
wave interaction data, taken at State College, Pennsylvania on
May 15, 1974 are shown in Figure '6.9) .
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6.4.2 Sounding, Rocket flight
The 14.482 sounding rocket had a number of difficulties during
the flight. The output transistor of the NASA transmitter failed
about three seconds into the flight, corresponding to the end of the
Nike booster burn. The transmitter operated at six per cent of its
normal power output for the remainder of the flight. This reduced
power output was still sufficient for telemetry reception with only
small portions of data loss due to telemetry dropout. It has 'been
suggested by Wayne Powell (1976) of the Computer Science
Corporation that this failure might have been caused by the discharge
of a large potential, on the rocket, through the pointed telemetry
antennas. The antennas on the 14.482 package were capacitively
coupled to the transmitter and the failure of the coupling capacitor
would allow excess current to flow through the transmitter output
transistor. The large potential on the rocket could be the result
of charged particles being carried away from the rocket during
the firing of the Nike booster. Such charging effects have been
observed on jet airplanes (Nanevicz (1974)) and .
 rockets (Nanevicz
(1972)) . There have been eight transmitter failures on recent NASA
soanding rocket flights with pointed, capacitively coupled, antennas.
Since switching to inductively coupled anten.ns.s„ no transmitter
failures have been observed due to this charging problem.
The second stage (Apache) burn was uneventful. The rose cone
ejection occurred at the proper time (about 65 seconds after launch)
and all the 14.482 experiment package instrwnents were exposed,
However, the experiment package failed to separate from the second
stage motor. This was probably caused by the failure of the bolt
i131
cutting mechanism which was supposed to release the air spring ejection
mechanism (see the explanation of the experiment package ejection sequence).
This problem did not directly affect the data collection by the 14.482
instruments. However, it could have provided a serious source of con-
tamination for any large angle-of-attack; the angle between the experiment
package spin axis and the experiment package veloc;, y vector.
Data was collected by all the experiment package instruments from
nose cone ejection at about 70 km on the upleg, to about 70 km on the
downleg. One of the ion probes operated down to about 40 km.
A typical portion of the 14.482 time-of-flight mass spectrometer
(TOFMS) raw data is shown in Figure (6.10). A portion of the slow mass
sweep, lasting about 950 msec, is shown. The slow mass sweep is from
low mass-to-charge ratios to high mass-to-charge ratios. The fast
mass sweep, called the flyback, is not shown in Figure (6.10). One
mass peak is visible at the mass of 30 amu, assuming singly charged ions.
This spectrum was taken at an altitude of 138.6 km. Also shown in Figure 	 `q
(6.10) are the timing marks for ion flight time calculations and the gain
multiplier for the mass spectrometer electronometer.
The experiment package altitude versus time after launch, also called
flight time but not to be confused with the ion flight time in the mass
spectrometer, is shown in Figure (6.11). The experiment package apogee
occurred at 138.7 km. The experiment package angle-of-attack versus
altitude for the 1.4.482 flight is shown in Figure (6.12).
Two thermistors were carried in the 14.482 experiment package to
	 i
monitor the temperatures inside the experiment package. One thermistor
was in contact with the experiment package skin. The other thermistor
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was in the power supply section of the experiment package to monitor
the largest source of heat inside the package. The results of the thermis -
for measurements during the 14.482 flight are shown in Figure (6.13).
The skin temperature was nearly constant until re-entry heating occurred
and then the skin temperature increased rapidly until impact. The experi-
ment package power supply temperature showed a small but steady increase
during the flight. The internal temperature of the package stayed well
within permissible levels, for proper operation of the package electronics,
during the flight.
Variations in the vehicle potential relative to the plasma
were deduced by analysis of the swept ion probe data and are plot-
ted in Figure (6.14).
6.5 Detailed Analysis of Mass Spectrometer Data from 14-482
The proper examination of the mass spectra required the removal.
of the spin modulation. This was accomplished by using autocorrelation
to normalize the spin modulation. One spin modulation period near the
end of each mass spectrum was used to normalize that mass spectrum.
Since the spin modulation varied from one mass spectrum to the next, due
to the changing draw-in voltages on the spectrometer, the normalization
needed to be done for each individual mass spectrum. Care was taken to
make sure there were no mass peaks in the spin modulation periods used
for normalization. The complete normalization procedure was to digitize
each mass spectrum, convert telemetry voltage to ion current, average the
digitized current data using a three point average, and then use auto-
correlation to remove the spin modulation. These calculations were done
partly by hand, partly at the Hybrid Computer facility of The Pennsylvania
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State Universit y and partly on an IBM 360/175. Brad Kuhn
was primarily responsible for the hybrid computer program-
niing.
A portion of a 14.482 time-of-flight mass spectrometer
(TOFMS) mass spectrum with the spin modulation and background
current removed is shown in Figure (6.15). This mass spectrum
was taken at about 95 km on the upleg. The mass peaks present
are at mass-to-charge ratios of about 30 and 56. The mass peak
at m/e = 30 is presumably NO+ (30) and OZ (32). The resolving
power of the spectrometer was insufficient to separate these two
peaks. The peak at m/e = 56 is probably Fe + (56) based on the
results of other researchers.
The altitude profiles of the positive ions detected during the
upleg portion of the 14.482 flight are shown in Figure (6.16). The
positive ion densities were calculated assuming ambient atmospheric
pressure inside the 14.482 mass spectrometer. The relative ion
densities at any particular altitude are accurate. However, since
only a fraction of the ions in any bunching cycle will actually be
collected (Glenn (1952)) the cylindrical-electrode TOFMS should not
be used to calculate absolute ion densities. The 14.482 spectrometer,
as well as other types of mass spectrometers, are only accurate in
relative ion density measurements. The minimum sensitivity,
translated to ions/cm 3 , is indicated by the dashed line in Figure (6.16)
r
as a function of altitude.
A significant feature of Figure (6.16) is the lack of any clearly
defined peaks corresponding to hydrated ions of the form H 30+
 . (H20)n
with m/e ratios less than 500. This statement is subject to the
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constraint of lower than expected sensitivity due to the larger than ex-
pected background current. In the small portions of the downleg data which
have been normalized there was a similar lack of hydrated ions with m/e
ratios less than 500.
A metallic ion layer was observed at about 95 km which was made up
of Fe+
 (56). Mg+ (24) (or Na+ (23)) was observed in one spectrum at
about 96 km, These observations correspond to the results of numerous
investigators (for example, see Krankowsky et al., (19720). The metallic
ion layer at about 115 km reported by some investigators was not seen.
6.6 Flight Results - 10•,317
The second of the second-generation experiments was prepared for
flight on a Nike-Cajun vehicle. Flight designation was 10.317. It had
numerous improvements'to the instrumentation, and provision was made for
parachute braking. This would have reduced the velocity to below Mach 1
for part of the trajectory and allowed air-snatch recovery so that the
experiment package could be used again. Launch took place at 1930 UT on
6th October 1976 from Wallops Island.
Failure of the second-stage motor to fire caused the complete
loss of this payload. Attempts to salvage the rocket from
the seabed we're unsuccessful.
Telemetry indicated correct operation of all of the scientific equip- 	 X,a
went up to the time of impact.
i
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
Both flights in which payload ejection occurred showed substantial back-
ground ion currents in the 70-90 kilometer height range. These ions were
not in the swept mass range of the instruments, which extended to about 275
amu on the first flight, and about 500 amu on the second flight. The
expected low-mass water cluster ions which have been seen by other workers
were not observed, although they may have been present but obscured by the
background current.
One possibility put forward after the first (Boosted Arcas) flight was
that a malfunction in the mass spectrometer circuitry may have occurred,
and might not have been identified because of the defective telemetry. How-
ever, the successful Nike-Apache flight had elaborate telemetry to confirm
correct operation of the mass spectrometer circuitry. That flight gave
results for the lower E region completely in accordance with data obtained 	 I^
by other workers. The ions NO+ and 02+ dominated, with layers of Fe+
and other metallic ions also being observed.
Another remote possibility is that photoelectrons produced by ultra-
violet radiation may have produced the spurious indicated ion currents at
the collector. To reduce this possibility, the launches took place towards
the east and late enough in the afternoon that direct rays from the sun
1
could not penetrate the mass spectrometer electrode assembly. The Nike-
Apache flight, to further reduce this effect, used a gold plated ion col-
lector and the final Nike-Cajun version used suppressor fields as well.
Each version of the ion collector was tested in air and vacuum with ultra-
violet sources with negligible effect, even when ultraviolet rays were
143
shone directly onto the instrument. The photoelectric effect is therefore
unlikely to have been a factor.
A final and more likely possibility is that the time-of-flight mass
spectxnmeter was reacting to heavy charged particles to which the instru-
ments used by other researchers are insensitive. Work by Reiter (1976) and
subsequent work on mass dependence of the sensitivity of time-of-flight mass
spectrometers shows that their ion current output may rise by an order of
magnitude a;- very high masses, finally reaching a point where fast-moving
charged dust particles, for instance, can penetrate to the collector inde-
pendently of the fields in the instrument. All other D-region mass spectro-
meters use electron multiplier collectors which lose sensitivity at very high
masses, and ultimately they are completely insensitive to large charged parti-
cles. This point is discussed in more detail . in Appendix 1.
It seems reasonable to conclude that the choice-of this unconventional
type of mass spectrometer, with its enhancod sensitivity at high masses, has
led to the detection of heavy charged particles in the height range below
about 95 kilometers. The actual fraction of the charge in the D region
residing on these heavy particles may be as little as a few percent. The
particles may be meteoritic dust particles, ice clusters, or a combination
of the two. They may consist of a nucleus surrounded by adsorbed water and
the electrical charge may be so small that the mass-to-charge ratio of the
particle, regarded as an ion, may form a distribution reaching from the
typical mass spectrometer range of tens of amu up to tens of thousands of
amu.
It would b.e.interesting to fly special mass spectrometers with greatly
extended upper mass ranges in both the stratosphere and the D region of the
r:
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ionosphere. Useful progress has recently been mac'- in reducing mass dis-
crimination in the sampling process associated with pumped mass spectro-
meters. Furthermore, a constant sensitivity mode of operation has been
developed for quadrupole mass analyzers. Extension of the sampling and
analyzer mass ranges in these ways must be accompanied by extension of
the ion detector mass range, for instance by using very large post-analyzer
accelerating voltages. Alternatively, consideration might be given to large-
area mass analyzers, which operate at ambient pressure and do not need parti-
cle multipliers. A recent example of an instrument of the latter type is the
Eiber-Loeb mass filter, which is discussed in Appendix 2.
i.
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APPENDIX 1
INSENSITIVITY OF D-REGION ION MASS
SPECTROMETERS TO HEAVY CHARGED PARTICLES
B. R. F. Kendall
ABSTRACT
The types of ion mass spectrometers which have been
used in the D-region of the ionosphere are known to discriminate
against heavy ions for various reasons. These include ion
fragmentation during sampling and mass-dependent transmission
through the analyzer. This paper draws attention to an addi-
tional source of discrimination against heavy positive ions
which results from the use of particle multiplier detectors
in conjunction with relatively low incident ion energies of 	 s
around 2-3 kev. This causes singly-charged ions of mass
greater than about 150 amu to have velocities lower than the
critical value of about 6 X 10_+ m/sec needed for kinetic
secondary electron emission to take place. Multiplier
gain is therefore greatly reduced at high masses. Modifica-
tions to existing instrumentation, or new types of mass analyzers
altogether, will be necessary if the part of the positive ion
v
mass spectrum above about 150 amu is to be effectively explored.
.0A
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INTRODUCTION
Since the pioneering work of Narci31 and Bailey (1965), a large number
of direct measurements of the ion composition in the D-region of the iono-
sphere have been made. Examples appear in the work of Goldberg and Blumle
(1970), Goldberg and Aikin (1971), Krankuwsky et al. (1972), Joh p ^ aesaen
et al: (1972), Johannessen and Krankowsky (1974), Zbinden et al. (1975),
and Beynon et al. (1976).
The rocket-borne mass spectrometers used for these measurements have
typically shared certain features:
1. A draw-in field to attract ions to the entrance of the instrument;
2. An entrance aperture through which the incoming sample of ions
and neutral gas is expanded;
3. A mass analyzer of quadrupole or magnetic sector-field type, with
a pump to maintain the analyzer well below ambient pressure;
4. A particle multiplier detector to obtain an adequate output signal
from the very small ion currents emerging from the analyzer.
Each of these features is associated with its own form of mass discrimina-
tion.
MASS DISCRIMINATION PROCESSES
In recent years the breakup of heavy cluster ions, such as Ha0+.
(Hn0) n , during the draw-in and expansion stages has been generally
acknowledged. This biases the observed ion composition in the direction
of light masses. 	
I
Mass discrimination in the mass analyzer also occurs (Ghosh et al.,
1975; Dawson, 1975) and can be substantial for very heavy particles enter-
ing off-axis. Again the effect is to discriminate against heavy ions.
Additional mass discrimination results from the use of particle
multiplier detectors. It is the purpose of this note to show that this
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is an impor!-ant problem at high masses and that the widespread use of
particle multipliers in past experiments may have made them inf ensitive to
the possible presence of positive ions with masses greater than a few
hundred amu.
MASS DISCRIMINATION IN PARTICLE MULTIPLIERS
In a particle multiplier used as an ion detector, the incoming ions
are accelerated through a potential difference of several kilovolts and
strike a conversion dynode. Secondary electrons emitted from this dynode
are then accelerated into an electron multiplier structure and, after a
suitable number of stages of amplification, an electron output current is
1r
produced which is typically 10 - 10 times greater -than the incoming :ion
current. In some cases the conversion dynode may be physically and
electrically integrated into the remainder of the multiplier structure, but
the principle is the same. The conversion dynode is the site of the mass
discriminating effects.
Careful measurements by Pottie et al. (1973) showed that, for the ions
of the elements and for most other ions below about 200 amu, the mean number
of -electrons produced per incident positive ion at a typical conversion
dynode is in the range 3-8 at S kev energy. 'The conventional assumption
has been that this conversion ratio falls off roughly as the inverse square
root of the atomic weight of the ion. This in itself represents a large
drop in sensitivity at very high masses. However, Staudenmaier et dal.	 i
(1976) and Beuhler and Friedman (1977) have recently pointed out that the
conversion ratio at high masses eventually falls even more steeply as
ion mass is increased at constant energy, reaching very small values for
ion velocities below a critical value of about 6 x 10' m/sec. At 2.8 kev,
typical of the higher ion input energies used in rocket-borne apparatus,
E
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this critical ion velocity is reached at about 150 amu. Above this Maas the
only xemaining process for ion-electron conversion is a potential (rather
than kinetic) process.
The potential process is weak, and has not been extensively studied, espe-
cially for very heavy ions. ThP conversion factor is obviously not quite zero
for organic ions because these have been recorded by pulse counting techniques
up to several thousand amu. At moderate masses, Hagstrum (1956) gives a con-
version ;ratio of around 0.016-for Xe+
 on tungsten at 1000 ev. There is evi-
dence that clustering tends to raise the conversion ratio at a given mass and
that . the conversion ratio is much higher for negative ions and for ions in
excited states. Under other conditions the conversion ratio can apparently be
as small as 10
-9
 electrons/ion or less. As Dietz and Hanrahan (1978) put it
'The threshold velocity is an important limitation to ion detection that still
is not fully appreciated or fully understood.'
IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
c9
An inevitable result of the various mass discrimination processes
discussed above is that conventional types of D-region mass spectrometers are
quite insensitive to singly-charged positive ions of greater than about 150 amu
and that substantial loss of F ,-::nsitivity may already have occurred at masses
in the 100-150 amu range. in one careful attempt at allowing for mass dis-
crimination, E. Kopp (personal communication, 1978) has reported.a sensi-
tivity down by a factor of 5-10 at mass 132 in a rocket-borne magnetic
	 4
sector-field instrument. G. B. Bunyard (personal communication, 1977) reports
the transmission sensitivity alone as being down by a factor of 100 at mass
320 in a commercial quadrupole mass spectrometer, with additional mass
discrimination in the multiplier. It appears that all wide-range mass
spectrometers, especially those using particle multiplier detectors, would
benefit from a careful calibration for mass di...nCr urination with emphasis
on the upper mass ranges.
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It; should he rvalizod that the lar(jv sensitivity loss at ma:;scs high(!r
than 150 amu is import;anL even though many D-region mass spectrometers i0:0,
set; to scan only up to some lower figure. A high-pass mass filter mode
(Bailey and Narcisi, 196G) is used on the quadrupol_ mass analyzers ,mployed
in mast experiments. it involves suppression of the DC voltage applied to
the mass filter electrodes. Its purpose is to check for the presence of ion
currents at masses above the top of the scan range. Absence of substantial
detector output currents in this mode has in the past often been taken as
proof of the absence of the corresponding ions. It is now clear that this
conclusion has not been justified. Re-examination of existing data obtained
in this high-pass mode is desirable. Very small detector output currents
may indicate the presence of substantial positive heavy-ion input currents=
It is interesting to note that signs of negative heavy ion clusters (for
which the multiplier discrimination is likely to be much less) have
already been reported (Narcisi et al., 1972).
It appears that the arguments of Rose and Widdell (1972) and Chesworth
and Hale (1970 in favor of the presence in the D-region of very heavy ions
cannot fairly be dismissed on the basis of existing mass spectrometer data.
Certain laboratory experiments might also yield interesting conclusions
if their results could be corrected for mass discrimination. For instance,
Lin (1973) observed water vapor clusters containing up to, 180 water molecules
with a quadrupole mass spectrometeti specially modified for use at. high masses.
The heaviest molecules gave multiplier output currents only 10 times as
great as the current produced by the H30+ ions. Corrections for transmission
and multiplier discrimination would probably modify this distribution con-
siderably.
i
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It is important that mans stu'ctromoter s wA t-tl grrat,ly ext.onded uppLir
mass rango s should bo f lo:Jn, ill lk>t:h the	 and the D-r(!rJion.
Useful proVress has rec!`ntly been iaade in reducing ri,ass (Uscriminatmion in
the sampling process and a constant-sensitivity mode or operation has been
developed for quadrupole mass analyzers. Extension of the sampling and
analyzer mass ranges in these ways must be accompanied by extension of the
ion detector mass range, for instance by using very large post-analyzer
accelerating voltages. Alternatively, consideration might be given to large-
area mass analyzers which operate at ambient: pressure and do not need particle
multipliers. Examples are the designs suggested by Rogers and Boyd (1966) and
Zabielski et al. (1970), although both of these suffer from a modest resol y
-ing power and limited abundance sensitivity. It is interesting to note that
two flights with the latter apparatus have each yielded indications of a
substantial content of heavy positive charged particles in the D-region.
since the second of these flights showed a normal E-region composition at
apogee, there can be reasonable confidence that it was operating correctly.
Details will be published elsewhere.
i
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APPENDIX 2
THE FIBER-LOEB TRANSVERSE MASS FILTER
F. Schwab
This filter relates ion mass to the slope of the output transmission
curve. Work was begun in September 1978 by B. Lightfoot and continued
through mid-1980.
The major breakthroughs occurring during this time were the opera-
tion of the filter with a dual-component (K+ - Cs+) ion source to exhibit
its differentiating ability, and the functioning of the instrument at
background pressures as high as 40 millitorr. Refinements to the device
and the techniques needed to operate it have produced consistent data
for the dual-ion beam at high pressures.
Two major difficulties were encountered and have been solved satis-
factorily. The first concerned a section of tungsten mesh run at dull-
red heat and used as an ionization filament. It was found that a par-
tial pressure of oxygen as little as 5 x 10 -6 Torr surrounding the fila-
ment would produce a stray ion current of approximately 10 -9 A, masking
the known beam. By reducing contaminations in the flowing inert gas sys-
tem and running the ionizing , filament at as low a temperature as possible,
this problem was minimized. Secondly, the transmission curves of the
heavier Cs+ ions at high pressures showed a pronounced "sag" or faster
fall-off than anvicipated, an effect not seen for K+. Recent calculations
of the differing mean-free paths for these ions at 40 milli-torr background
pressure indicates that the sag is caused by the greater scattering proba-
bility for the Cs+ ions as they traverse the distance between the ion
I167
source and tho mass analyzer.
For the latest experiments, an X - Y recorder was used to display
the output transmission curves of the filter in real time. It also appears
feasible to interface the filter with a computer (digital or analog),
which would be necessary for interpreting many-component data.
H. Eiber, Z. Angew. Phys. 15, 461 (1953).
L. B. Loeb, Phys. Rev. 48, 684 (1935).
L. B. Loeb, "Basic Processes of Gaseous Electronics, (Univ. California
Press, 1960), p. 22.
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